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Volume LXXXXVI No. 86 In Our 96th Year
MSU Students Name
Paris Coed As New
President Of SGA
A 174 vote margin shattered a decade-
long parade of male student body
presidents at Murray State University as
Cathy Lynn Cole of Paris, Tn., was elected
yesterday as head of the Student Govern-
ment Association.
Cole, a 21-year old senior, edged Fayte
Brewer of Murray in the final tabulations
of the first two-day election ever held, 878-
704.
Previously serving as executive
secretary on the SGA, Cole had been the
established favorite in the week tong
campaigning process, although Brewer
ran as an independent candidate and
closed the gap to make the final count one
of the closest in SGA history.
Originally, Brewer and Cole had been
seeking the student body vote along with
Jim Dickens of Louisville. But on election
eve Dickens withdrew from the race and
announced he was supporting Brewer in
the contest.
David O'Daniel whipped Jim White of
Morganfield for the vice president's post
as the Wickliffe junior tallied 1,045 votes to
White's 416.
In the biggest upset of the election, Anne
Erwin of Murray was defeated in her race
for executive secretary by Tim Langford
of Hickman. Erwin, who was the in-
cumbent Student Activities." board
secretary, lost to Langford, 834-697.
In the only uncontested executive
position, Tim Taylor of Fulton rolled up
the biggest vote count of the election when
he pulled 1,232 votes to retain his
(See SGA, Page 12)
School 
Board-Approveskew Lights At Stadium
Bids amounting to over $13,000 were
approved by the Murray Board of
Education at its regular meeting Thursday
night, for light fixtures for the west side of
Holland Field.
The bids included two metal towers,
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awarded to Hannan Supply Co. of Paducah
for $6,520 plus $556 freight; and 32 fixtures,
awarded to GE Supply Co. of Evansville
for $186 each.
The board also heard a report from Jim
Lawson, coordinator of the Murray
Vocational School, who said that
enrollment has jumped from 450 last year
to 641 this year. The enrollment figures
include 225 high school students, 88 post-
graduate students, and 328 enrolled in
evening classes.
A study of last year's graduates at the
school showed 55 per cent employed in
training-related jobs, well over the 30 per
cent average. Lawson was commended for
the excellent work at the school by the
board.
The remainder of the board's time was
devoted to routine and personnel items,
according to the minutes of the board.
Lost Child In Good Shape
Following Overnight Ordeal
Anna Mari. Miserak seemed none of the
worse today for her 121/2 hour experience
in the darkness and fog of Wednesday
night.
Anna spent the night on the back porch
of an abandoned house, after climbing
through her bedroom window for a walk
with her dog, named only "Dog."
Anna said she climbed through the
window for a walk, lost her way in the fog
and darkness, and happened upon the back
porch of an abandoned house, where she
and "Dog" spent the night.
"I wasn't scared because Dog was with
me," she said.
Meanwhile, around 60 persons were
searching the area, rousting the residents
of Regents Hall twice through the night,
and could not finds trace of the missing
girl.
Her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Miserak, said they put her to bed at around
nine p. m., and when they went to check on
her at 10:00, she was gone.
Personnel from the Murray Police
Department, Kentucky State Police,
Calloway County Fire-Rescue, Henry




Just in time for spring clean-up and fix-
up will be the Lions Club broom and light
bulb sale, according to project co-
chairmen Johnny McDougal and Lynn
Holloway.
Some 85 Lions will work door to door in
the city on successive nights, April 21 and
22. The club will be selling household
brooms for $2.50 and six-pack cartons of
light bulbs for $2.50. Proceeds from the
sale will be used to finance various Lions
Club projects including sight conservation
and the local blood bank, according to
President Kenneth Winters.
Most of the area of the city east of Six-
teenth Street will be worked by the Lions
on Monday night and the remainder of the
city on Tuesday night.
Members of the ATO Fraternity at
Murray State University will assist the
Lions Monday night in their sale. Tuesday
night the club will get assistance from the
members of the local DECA Club.
Cloudy and Cool
Partly cloudy and cool this afternoon.
Highs in the mid to upper 50s. Clear and




cloudy. Probabilities of measurable
precipitation 5 per cent today, tonight and
Saturday
several other volunteers all combined
forces to search for the girl.
State Trooper Guy Turner found the
missing child at about 10:30 Thursday
morning, hiding behind the staircase of a
nearby house.
Turner said he was going down Walnut
Street, a deadend street just north of Main,
when he saw the small dog near the
staircase. With that clue, he quickly found--
Anna at the top of the outside steps.
Dr. James Ammons checked Anna at the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic, and pronounced
her in good shape after her night away
from home.
Murray, Ky., Friday Afternoon, April 11, 1975
Miss" Vicky Butte4orth
Miss Spring-of _1975
The Murray Ledger & Times is pleased to present "Miss
Spring of 1975," Miss Vicky Butterworth. Miss Butterworth is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs. limm‘ Butterworth of Route 1,
Murray.
Very active at Calloway County High School where she is a
senior, this year's Miss Spring is a %arsity cheerleader, a mem-
ber of the track team, secretary C. the speech team, a member
of the band and a member of the pep club.
Her classmates have voted her -Miss Calloway County
High," "Best Looking" in the senior class and "Best All Around
Senior Girl."
She serves as president of the 1975 CCHS Senior Class and
vice president of thc Stucient council. She is also active in
Future Homemakers of America and the Student Association
for Education. Miss Butterrsorth has been selected for the
Society of Distinguished High School Students.
Let Vicky take you on a guided shopping tour _of_Murray.
Turn to the special "Miss Spring" section of today's Murray
Ledger & Times to see what local merchants have to offer for
spring shoppers.
American Revolution One Of Most Unique
In History, Symposium Participants Told
The American Revolution was one of the
most unique revolutions in world history,
participants in the sixth American
Revolution Bicentennial Symposium at
Murray State University were told
Thursday.
Speaking at the closing session of the
day-long symposium, one of eight to be
held on the Murray campus by 1976, Dr.
Robert E. Brown, professor of history at
Michigan State University, explained by
saying that the colonists were "not trying
to get something, but trying to keep
something—a democratic, republican,
popular kind of government."
Dr. Brown, who has been at Michigan for
28 years, has, along with his wife, authored
five books on the American Revolution.
If the revolution had been a social
revolution you would expect to find fun-
damental changes in the constitution," he
said. "There wasn't. It was the same old
constitution, just about the way it had been
all along with exception that they had
eliminated the British."
Dr. Brown, who has written extensively
on two of the colonies and on two of the
most important historians—Charles Beard
and Carl Becker—went on to „call the
Revolution a "liberal revolution" because
the American society was the most liberal
society in the world at the time.
"The Americans were trying to keep
that liberal society," he said. "If the
British had been successful, they would
have eliminated democracy in this
BAND RECEIVES AWARDS-1114- Catiow;v County High School Band received
•-tteArsem-ePemt-ind-iiibe tuPeribisalingii4or. a corubihed rating of aitd
• zirArWeitighitttr: Afting-ot -Neseelknit in sight AlIteing, .at the Kentucky Moil(
Educators music festival held at Murray State. From left are Principal Ron
McAlister, Julie Sayiors, vice-president, LaRhea Miller, president and Terry Good-
win, hand director.
country. They would have imposed im-
perialism as we know it in the world today.
This was their intent."
Dr. Brown also holds a view of
revolutionary America as fundamentally a
middle class society rather than a sharply
defined class structured society, and said
that the conflict resulted "not to gain
democracy on the part of the lower classes
but to preserve democracy from British
encroachment."
In line with the general theme of the
symposium, "The American Revolution:
Conflicting Viewpoints in The Twentieth
Century," Dr. • David Curtis Skaggs,
Bowling Green University, Bowling
(See Symposium, Page 12)
The Calloway County Fiscal Court
authorized the hiring of a consulting
engineer to survey and report flood-
related damage in the county at its regular
meeting Thursday.
The engineer will work closely with state
and federal engineers and inspectors to
make sure that Calloway County obtains
all relief funds that it is entitled to.
In other action Thursday, Harold Hurt
was appointed to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital Board by the court.
No action was taken on a request from
the Dexter Senior Citizens for funds for a
community center there. -The court also
voted*. ta Alfred Duncan per year
for•terasisialathisistediturfora vottrialflacetpr the Faxon prec:inct. The court voted to
Pay $25 to the Woodmen of the World for
the .use of their building at the Kirksey
Precinct
15' Per Copy
Several items of routine city business
were handled by the Murray City Council
at its regular meeting last night. 
The council approved a partial payment
of $8,595.80 to Sears for fencing for the new
tennis courts. The fencing was delivered to
the site of the tennis courts last fall but the
city has not been 'able to install it because
of weather conditions.
Also approved on the first reading was
an ordinance which will prohibit parking
on the west side of S. 6th St. The council
also discussed the elimination of the block
of one-way traffic on 8th Street between
Main and Poplar. It was decided that the
mayor and police chief had authority to
change the traffic pattern without council
action.
Street Department superintendent Lee
Bolen and councilman Art Lee pointed out
that the street would be well marked with
a center line extended to the traffic
Main Street prior to the change to the two-
way traffic.
The council also went on record to urge
the Kentucky Legislature to enact
legislation that would allow the return of 20
per cent of the state's five per cent sales
tax to the municipality in which it was
collected.
-In light of the fact that the state has
meddled in municipal affairs by enacting
laws which require expenditure on the par
of municipalities yet provide no funds for
these expenditures," councilman Melvin
Henley said, "I would like to introduce the
following resolution for council con-
sideration."
Henley's resolution, which was
unanimously approved by the council, is as
follows:
"Whereas, the State of Kentucky,
through the legislative and administrative
branches of government, has promulgated
many and various statutes and regulations
requiring local governments to ap-
The local chapter of the Vocational
Industrial Clubs of America at the Murray
Area Vocational Education Center
returned victorious from the Western
Kentucky District Skill Olympics.
Seventeen members attended, including-
five advisors and two voting delegates.
Of the ten members entered in the skill
contests, there were five first place win-
ners, two second place winners, one third
place winner, and two certificates of
commendation.
In the Auto Mechanics contest the
winners were: Ricky Cunningham, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Cunningham, and a
student at Murray High School, first
place;
Danny Alexander, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Hugh Alexander, a student at Murray
High, second place.
In the Auto Body Contest the winners
were: Jim Russell, a post-secondary
student, first place. Also participating in
the Auto Body Contest and receiving
Certificates of Commendation were:
Danny Brittain, son of Mr. Virgle Brittain
and Mrs. Betty Darnell, he is a student at
Calloway County High; and Keith
Sections — 36 Pages
propriate and dispense monies which they
may have no desire to spend, and
"Whereas, the State of Kentucky is in
seen fit to provide a portion of said monies
to local governments, and
"Whereas, the State of Kentucky is in
possession of a well-publicized sum of
money, commonlyseferred.tointhe media
as a surplus.
"Be It Therefore Resolved that the 1976
Legislature be requested to enact enabling
legislation to return 20 per cent of the sales
revenues collected within the confines and
boundaries of any municipality to same,
and
"Be It Further Resolved that this
Common Council direct the Mayor of the
City of Murray, Kentucky, to forward a
copy of this Resolution to the Governor of
the Commonwealth of Kentucky and a
copy to each candidate for election to the
State Legislature 
_the 
from the First Senatorial
District and Fifth Legislative
District" 
He:also asked that copies of an
editorialwhich appeared in the April 1,
1975, edition of the Murray Ledger &
Times proposing the change in the state
sales tax law, be included in the letter to
the elected officials and candidates for
office. He also urged the city to send copies
of both the resolution and the editorial to
other city governments in the state as well
as the Kentucky Municipal League.
The city fathers discussed the federal
and state Occupational Safety and Health
Act. Mayor John Scott and councilman
Dave Willis advised the body that the city
could request a consultative survey of all
city departments to find out if the city was
not in compliance with any of the OSHA
regulations. The council delayed acting on
the proposal until a later date.
Councilman Willis also announced that
the annual spring trash pickup by the
(See Council, Page 12)
Wilkerson, a student at Calloway County
High, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ted Wilkerson.
In the Appliance Repair Contest the
winners were: Gary Cavitt, a student at
Calloway High, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. T.
Oavitt, first place. Michael Black, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Fones, a student at
Calloway County High, third place. Bill
Rollins, a post-secondary student won first
place in the Post-Secondary Appliance
Repair contest.
In the Carpentry Contest the winner
was: Bennie Steve Simmons, second
place, post-secondary.
John McCage, a student at Murray High
School, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. E. McCage,
first place in the Job Interview Contest.
The voting Delegates were Dale
Thomason, son of Mr. and Mrs. Arnold
Thomason, a student at Calloway County
High, and Joe Pat Robertson, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Ralph Robertson, also a student
at Calloway County High.
The teachers that attended were: Bruce
Shaeffer, Club advisor, Dan Harrell, Auto
Body teacher, Jerry Falwell, Appliance
Repair teacher, Harold Grogan, Car-
pentry teacher, and James Lawson,
School Coordinator.
VICA STUDENTS WIN IN OtYMPICS--Members of the Murray
Vocational Center VKA recently participated.in the district skins Olympics, Left
to right, first row, are Joe Pat Robertson, voting delegate; Ricky Cunningham, first
place auto mechanics Gary Cavitt, first place, appliance repair; Bennie Steve Sim-I
mons) second place, carpentry, - post-secondary. Second Row. James Russell, fir-
Poir111-....A.W.,444.V4:4KINICI-Pl.ma... auto
n c age, tirst price, lob interview Michael Black, third place, ap-
pliance repair. Not present when picture was made: Dale Thomason, voting
delegate, Bill Rollins, first place, appliance repair - post-secondary; Danny Brittain
and Keith Wilkerson, Certificates of commendation, auto body contest.
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Dr. Hal f-fOuston Speaks At
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
The Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
Beta Sigma Phi met for its
regular meeting on April 3, at
the Community Center on Ellis
Drive.
Dr. Hal Houston, local
surgeon, was introduced as the
guest speaker, by Mrs. Richard
White. Dr. Houston showed
slides and centered his talk
around breast cancer. Points
were made concerning
diagnosis, treatment and follow
ups on breast cancer. A
question and answer session
followed the program.
Mrs. Tommy Brown,
president, presided at the
business meeting. Routine
reports were given. Mrs. Gerry
Requarth, vice-president,
reported that the new pledges
had taken their test and all had
passed successfully.
Mrs. Mike ,Morgan, Social
Chairman, reported that plans
were being made for "Monte
Carlo" night to be held on April
12.
New officers elected for the
coming year are as follows:





secretary, Mrs. Joe Suiter;
treasurer, Mrs. Bobby Martin;
and extension officer, Mrs. W.
H. Williams.
In the meeting held by the
Chapter on March 20, Tommy
Carraway was the guest
speaker. Mr. Carraway had
been part of a Crusade group
from the 7th and Poplar Church
of Christ who spent several days
in Trinidad doing mission work.
He showed slides concerning
this work as well as displaying
several things he had brought
from Trinidad. Mr. Carraway's
program was most delightful
and informative.
Members present for the




Greg Holt, Mike Holton, Mac
Hulse, Ronnie Hutson, Donny
Lyons, Bobby Martin, Mike
Morgan, Gerry Requarth, Joe
Suiter, Bruce Thomas, Richard
White, W. H. Williams, Bobby
Wilson, and Danny Workman.
LEE BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lee of
Charlotte, North Carolina, are
the parents of a baby boy,
Robert Ryan, weighing nine
pounds one ounce, born on
Saturday, April 5, at the
Presbyterian Hospital,
Charlotte.
They have another son, Kent,
age six, and a daughter, Sara
Elizabeth, age four. The father
the North Carolina
representative for D. C. Heath
and Company, a publisher of
textbooks and related
materials.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Lee of Murray and
Mr. and Mrs. Charles French of
Fairfield, Ill. Paternal great
grandparents are Mrs. Milburn
Holland and Mrs. Tom Lee, both
of Murray. Maternal great
grandparents are Mr. and Mrs.
II. G. French of Barnhill, Ill.,
and Mr. and Mrs. W. B.
Chandler of Memphis, Tenn.
OftR BOY
Kevin Ray is the name chosen
by Mr. and Mrs. James H. Orr
of Murray Route Seven for their
baby boy, weighing seven
pounds, born on Friday, March
28, at 9:47 p.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
They have another son,
Jeffrey, age five. The father is
employed at the Lynn Grove
Feed and Seed Company.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Milburn Orr of Murray
Route Seven and Mr. and Mrs.
Lace Towery of Hazel Route
One. A great grandmother is







; ACANNYAWARDS BEST PICTURE
PAM
and Danny C. Champion---
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Crider of Mayfield announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Pamela Ann, to Danny C. Champtortavon of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
Champion of Mayfield.
The bride-elect is a 1972 graduate of Mayfield High School and is
now-a junior at Murray State University.
Mr. Champion, a 19/1 graduate of Rantoul Township High
School, Rantoul, Ill., attended Alabama Christian College and will
receive a B. S. degree in mathematics from Murray State
University in May.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, May 3, at seven
p.m. at the Mayfield Cumberland Presbyterian Church with Dr.
Harvey Elder officiating.
All relatives and friends of the couple are invited to attend the
wedding and the reception to follow the ceremony.
The Creative Arts Depart-
ment of the Murray Woman's
Club met on Monday, March 24,
at 9:30 a.m. at the club house
with the chairman, Mrs. Tass
Hopson, presiding.
During the business meeting
the constitution changes of the
Woman's Club were explained.,
The department voted to make
a donation of $25 to the Senior
Citizens Group. The nominating
committee submitted a slate of
new officers to be voted on at
the April meeting.
Scholarship winners for the
Art Workshop at Murray State
are Karen Jones of Murray
High and Jimmy Jarrett from
Calloway High. These are $50
scholarships awarded each
year by the department to the
winners of the Art Shows at the
two high schools.
Mrs. DeAnn Umar introduced
Gary Mitchell from The Gallery
who gave a very interesting and
informative program on pic-
tures. He showed several
_.texamples of prints, prope
mattes, moldings and frames'
enhance the prints or originals
Mr. Mitchell said quality
lures are good investments, as
they add much to the decor of a
home or officer and they also
increase in value. At the con-




Wrather, Norene Tucker, Ann
Brooks, and Bettye Hunter.
DAR Chopter To
The Captain Wendell Chary
Chapter of the Daughters of the
American Revolution will meet
Saturday, April 12, at 1:30 p. m.
at the home of Mrs. Carl
Lockhart, Lynn Grove Road.
Dr. Keith Helms from the
Special Collections, Murray
State University Library, will






You duplicate nature's own method of building soil fertility
with a Gilson tiller. Here's why: Gilson's perfect slicing
and blending action mixes up soil and organic matter
thoroughly . .. forms a loose, aerated seedbed. As a result,
plant roots penetrate and reach out easily; moisture is
absorbed more readily; decomposition of soil minerals and
organic waste takes place quicker. Your garden gets off
to a faster start and flowers and vegetables grow bigger
than ever before. Gilson tillers feature extra heavy con-
struction, guaranteed tines (repaced free if ever broken),
cast iron gear case, ad Vi justable tilling widths. 3 to 8 hp.
:**: See us for a demonstration in your own garden.
Hwy. 80 West of Hardin, Ky. -
Pk 437-4456
Gilson Tiller with Briggs & Stratton En ine 175 Tillers in
stock. Please check our prices before you uy.
Friday, April 11
LeLeche League of Murray
will show two films at 7:30 p. m.
at the First United Methodist
Church.
First Baptist Church WMU
Dish Dinner for members and
husbands will be at the Swann
Building at 6:30 p. m.
Saturday, April 12
Bean and Ham Supper will be
served starting at 5:30 p. m. at
the South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church,
sponsored by Blankenship
4Circle. Prices are $1.75 adults
and $1.25 for children under
twelve.
Rabbit Show will be held at
the MSIJ Livestrick pavilion at
ten a.m.
Girl Scout Swim Day will be
at the University Pool with
Brownies from nine to ten a. m.
anti Juniors from ten to eleven
a m.
Penny Pinchers 4-H Club will
have slave day. Call 753-4439 or
753-6674 for a person to do yard
or house work.
Spaghetti supper will be
served starting at five p. m. at
the Chestnut Grove AME
Church Plates will be $1.50
each.
Captain Wendell Oury
Chapter of the DAR will meet at
the home of Mrs. Carl Lockhart
at twelve noon.
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
ARIES
(mar. 21 to Apr. 201 eY8F%
Weigh proposed undertakings
and their possible outcomes
before taking action. You may
want to revise plans a bit.
TAURUS
(Ape. 21 to May 21) Nat
Negative factors need-  not
disturb if you keep situations in
hand and study the reasons.
Emphasizing the positive, you
can take appropriate measures
as you go along.
GEMINI n( May 22 to June 21)
An analytical look at your
position may indicate some new
avenue tb pursue. Keep an easy
yet alert eye toward future
moves. Taper off in late hours to
relax.
CANCER
(June 22 to July 23) 030 
A day which calls for careful
discrimination. Listen
thoughtfully, observe, but do
not read meanings into things
not intended. Stars warn
against hasty decisions.
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 231 /2
Stellar influences only fairly
generous, so you will have to
provide your own momentum to
carry on. Neither too many
problems nor much opposition
indicated.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Some extra care needed in
domestic and romantic in-
terests. Don't become anxious,
- however. Handle with your
usual dexterity.
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) An
Accent is now on career
achievement, possibly some
unusual token of recognition.
Those engaged in creative
pursuits especially favored.
SCORPIO
(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Some interesting possibilities
indicated. Day may finally see
the completion of an important
project; also a real im-
provement in your financial
situation.
SAGIITARIUS
( Nov. 23 to Dec. 211
Wait on decision.s until all






Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Ydur ingenuity, foresight and
intuition should be at a peak
. now. A good time to look into
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 2110 Feb. 191
Direct your innate en-
thusiasm into progressive











































Spring Creek Baptist Young
Women will meet at the church
at seven p.m.
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
First United Methodist Church
Women will meet in the youth
room of the church at seven
p.m.
Free "Pap" screening will be
from one to 3:30 p.m. at the
Health Center. Call 753-3381 for
appointment.
Sigma Department of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at the
club house at 7:30 p.m. with
Mesdames James Boone,
Robert Buckingham, Larry
Contri, A. B. Crass, Bailey
Gore, John Hall, and Ken
Harrell as hostesses.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
Mental Health Center at 7:30
p.m.
,A)aten v.411.Mect 11.Lthe
Hall at seven p.m.
Tuesday, April 15
Group I of First Christian
Church CWF will meet at the
home of Mrs. Woodfin Hutson at
ten a.m. with the program by
Mrs. Fred Wells.
Ruth Wilson Circle of Good
Shepherd United Methodist
Church will meet at ten a.m. at
the church. A potluck luncheon
will be at noon with the ladies of
Martin's Chapel Church as
guts.
Palestine United Methodist
Church Women will meet at ten
a.m. at the church.
Ellis Center will open at ten
a.m. for Senior Citizens with a
sack lunch at noon and table
games at 1:30 p.m.
HOW JEANS NAMED
Denim originated in the
southern French city of Nimes
when English merchants began
importing blue cotton cloth
called "Serge de Nimes" ( de
Nimes--from Nimes—because
"denim"). Levi Strauss, a
German immigrant, took bolts
of denim with him to San
Francisco and made the tough
cloth into tents, then into pants
reinforced with rivets. His
trademark became Levi's.
Genoese sailors in Italy
frequently wore blue canvas
trousers and since the French
word for Genoa is Genes, that's
how "jeans" came into the
language. Got it?
STORY & CLARK
builds concert hall quality
into a console for your home
Rich sound comparable to that of larger pianos . . re-
sponsive .playability of nimble, direct-action keys. More
people buy a Story 8. Clark for tone and touch than any
other console in the world . Of course, the exclusive Story-
tone Sounding-Board unconditionally guaranteed for fifty
years gives ydu peace of mind that the concert quality will
last. Come in, and learn the inside Story of a sound
investment.
THE SPANISH CONSOLE
The dignity of Old Spain is crea-
tively expressed in this classic de-
sign. Filigreed music rack shows
the Moorish influence, tapered legs
are inspired by architecture of the
Middle Ages. A true classic, appro-
priate with Period and Contempo-
rary decor. Hand-rubbed premium
Pecan cabinetwood.
Story & Clark builds pianos with the idea you win buy but one In a life-
time 0 rib-locked frame 0 "butcher block" key base 0 stabilized
hammers 0 trand-carved outherthc string 0 nand-rubbed rtnishes
guaraoteed for 10 years.
Reed Music
Benton
.Between Benton & Mayfield on Hwy. 58 West. Turn at Harvey
Saturday, April 12
Workers in the Cancer
Crusade are asked to pick up
their kits sometime during the
hours of 9:00 a. m. to 4:00 p. m.
at the coffee at the Holiday Inn.
Sunday, April 13
Local Chapter of NAACP will
meet at the Masonic Hall,
Walnut Street, at four p. m.
Senior recital of Pam
McLeod, Paducah, piano, will
be at the Recital Hall, Fine Arts
Annex, MSU, at two p.m.
Murray Magic Theatre will be
at the University School
Auditorium at 6:30 p.m. Ad-
mission is free.
Reception honoring Rev. and
Mrs. Richard E. Walker will be
sponsored by the First Baptist
Church from 3:30 to five p.m.
at the Swann Building. The
public is invited.
Annual Missionary Day will
start at 2:30 p. m. at the
Chestnut Grove AME Church
with a potluck dinner to be
served at 1:30 p. m.
Monday, April 14
Executive Board of Murray
Woman's Club will meet at
11:30 a.m. at the club house.
Postponed from last week.
Suburban Homemakers Club
will meet at the home of Mrs.
Robert Hendon at seven p.m.
Note change in place.
more than many others now.
Especially favored: written
matters and travel plans.
PISCES
I Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
You are now at a point where
you can assert your views and
succeed at pioneering efforts.
Many are receptive and gain is
indicated.
YOU BORN TODAY are
intellectually inclined and have
been endowed with a brilliant
eloquence which could serve
you well in the fields of law,
statesmanship, literature or the
theater. You are optimistic and
self-confident—often TOO
hopeful and speculative. Try to
realize reasonable limitations.
You are an excellent promoter
and can sell anything;
sometimes fail to sell yourself,
however, because you are
overly aggressive. Care! Birth-
date of: Henry Clay, early
Amer. statesman.
Rates are lower on weekends till 5 PM
Sunday, when you dial the 1+ way.
So you can call more often and
talk longer.
operator where long distance dialing facilities are not available low .
14 rates do not appty to opeTator-assisted calls such as person-to-pet-
son. coin, hotel-motel guest, credit cpr, collect calls, on
d on calls
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"Deco_ Ah
Housewife Feels Jailed
and Her Hubby's the
Warden
By Abigail Van Buren
C 1175 by Chicago Tribune-N Y News Syne inc
DEAR ABBY: I am 27-years-old and my husband is 31.We've been married for 10 years and have three really nicesons.
Abby, I am a clean, respectable woman, but my home isgetting more like a prison every day.
My 'husband doesn't think I need to leave the house. Hedoesn't even let me go to church because he doesn't care to
I can't belong to any clubs or organizations because myhusband thinks a woman's place is in the home and no placeelse. He wouldn't even let me join the PTA, and our twooldest boys are so ashamed because their teachers havenever even met me.
We don't socialize with anybody because my husbandsays we don't need friends. The only time I get out of thehouse is when we go marketing together once a week. Hehandles all the money.  
We get into quarrels -every time r say I want to gosomewhere. Both our families are far away. When I ask himto please sit down and talk things over, he says there isnothing to talk about. If I talk back to him. I end up with abusted mouth, a black eye and bruises.
I mentioned divorce once and he beat me up so bad Icould hardly get out of bed for two days. Abby. I can't takethe boys and leave because I don't drive and I don't havefive dollars of my. own. What. should I do?
TRAPPED
DEAR TRAPPED: A woman who takes repeated
beatings from her husband needs counseling, and badly.
The Family Service Agency (listed in your phone book)
offers this confidential, excellent help. And don't worry
'about not having any money. Their We is based on your
ability to pay. If you have no money, there is no charge.
Also, there are laws stating that a man is responsible for
the support of his wife and children-no matter what he
may say about it. I urge you to get the help you need at
once. Good luck and God bless. -
DEAR ABBY: I am 13-years-old and could pass for 16. I
babysit to earn my own money.
My problem is my mother. She said I can spend my own
money on whatever I want as long as it is under $10. If it
costs more than that, I have to get her permission to buy it.
I saw a beautiful ring that costs $16.95, and I want to
buy it. I told my mother about it, and she said that it was
probably just a piece of junk. And that I couldn't buy it.
Abby, I keep thinking about that ring, and I really want
it. Would it be wrong if I bought it and just didn't wear it.
around the house? My mother never snoops in my drawers
MAD AT MOM
DEAR MAD: You sound like too nice a girl to be playing
hide and sneak. One lie leads to another. Be honest. It's
great for your conscience.
CONFIDENTIAL TO "TOO GENEROUS": I don't
know what your definition of' generosity" is, but those who
give of themselves are not constantly trying to prove their
"love" by giving "things."
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No. 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069.
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
For Abby's booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding,"
send $1 to Abigail Van Buren, 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills,

















The Baptist Women of the
Kirk.sey Church met in the
home of Mrs. Isaiah Treas at
7 :30 p. m. on Thursday, April 3.
Mrs. Jack Cain was chairnian
for the program on "Student
Ministries In Indonesia."
Others taking part were Mrs.
Orland Tubbs, Mrs. Jim
Washer, Mrs. W. A. Erwin, Mrs.
Isaiah Treas, Mrs. R. W.
Blakley.
The prayer chafrman, Miss
Fay Boggess, presented each
member with a flag and the
name of a missionary one each
one. As each read the name of
the missionary, she led in
prayer.
Three visitors were Mrs.
Barry Cain, Miss Anna Erwin,
and Master William Erwin. The
closing prayer was by Mrs. Jim
Washer.
Refreshments of brownies,
pie, cold drinks, and coffee were
served.
Mrs. Weak B. Arson's Stales AN Presented In Spring Reciti Sunday
Piano students of Mrs. Neale
B. Mason were heard in an
early spring recital which they
presented for their parents and
friends On Sunday afternoon,
April 6, at the Murray Woman's
Club House. The program took
an historical approach con-
taining music representative of
each musical era from Baroque
to Contemporary.
Murray students appearing in
the recital were Mark Hussusig,
Lynne Outland, Kim Alley, Tina
Steele, Anne Gregory, Stacey
Ammons, LaDonne Roberts,
Sharon Outland, Deena Dailey,
John Gordon Taylor, Tiffany
Taylor, Alison Wallace, Cindy
II e are pleated I., m tttttttt
Mai Ilsgt lieuks t:eritmo. britle•
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Mastera, Harriet Hood, David
Story, Donna Humph( les, Vona
Darnell, Whitney Taylor, and
Kim William.
From other areas were
Sherry Harrison, Puryear, Jay
Fern, Calvert City, Shannon
Morgan and David Hurst, from
Benton, Nadia Ingram of
Paducah, and Lisa Hunter,
Farmington.
Following the musical portion
of the program, class per-
formance certificates were
awarded to each student who
had qualified for them by
performing in the monthly
classes held throughout the
year of study, with special
mention of those achieving
highest recognition in each
class-David Story and Mark
Hussunig in the junior group,
Jay Fern and Lisa Hunter from
the intermediate class, and
Donna Humphries and David
Hurst in the senior class.
The audience was also told of
the results of the recent Piano
Festival-Contest, sponsored
annually by the Kentucky Music
Teachers Association in which
four of the students, Jay Fern,
David Hurst, Donna Humphries
and Anne Gregory appeared on
March 15 on the Murray State
University campus.
Mrs. Mason announced that
official notification had been
received from the State
chairman of Student Activities
of KMTA that Anne Gregory,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. John
A. Gregory, Murray, was the
winner of the 1975 regional
contest and will represent this
area in the State contest next
fall in Lexington.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
George D Grogan of Murray
has been a patient at Lourdes
Hospital, Paducah.
The Mum,
Lodger IP Times geote
Magazine Club Holds Meeting
The Magazine Club met
March 27 at the Murray
Woman's Club House.
Mrs. L1 J. Horton introduced
the guest speaker, Dr. Edwin
Strohecker, who spoke on "Our
Constitution." He said each
state and its people must obey
rules of law.
Mrs. Ewen Allbritten,
president, read a tribute to Miss
Cappie Beale, deceased, written
by Mrs. Leland Owen. A tribute
by the club was read by Mrs. A.
C. LaFollette
Mrs. Ralph Woods, hostess,
could not be present and the
Woman's Club served a dessert
plate.
If those home-baked beans
aren't quite as tender as you
would like, store them in the
freezer; the freezing process
will soften them somewhat.
PENNANT
11011$E
TO THE FIRST 5W CUSTOMERS
Spool of Res 59¢ - 225 yd: Polyester
White, Black or Wanted Colors
THREAD
(no purchase required)
REG. 1;2.29 TO $2.50 YD.
WOVEN
SEERSUCKER
• Full bolts, 45" wide
• Polyester & Cotton Blend
• Bottom Weight Seersucker
• Checks. Plaids. Stripes etc
FIRST
UI Al I r?
RE(;. S2.50 TO $2.99 YI)
STRIPED
DENIM
• 45' wide, Full bolts
• Polyester & Cotton Denlm
• Railroad Of Hickory Stripes
FIRST
• 60- wide, Machine Washable• Newest Fashion Prints• Most wanted Solid Colors• All New Spring & Summer Knits
FROM OUR OWN MILL!















• 60" wide, 2 to 6 yd. Lengths
• Solid and Fancy Double Knits
• All New Spring & Summer Knits 





REG. $1.29 YD. conoN SATEEN
DRAPERY
LINING
•48' wrde, full bolts
• Mete of Ivor./ Om,/
• save 634 on every yard
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A DIVISION OF ONE OF THE WORLD'S FOREMOST APPAREL MANUFACTURERS
AR 204 W. WASHINGTON
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The Murray Ledger & Times
tot 41 \ f WI- ifs h., R. Gene Mr' Clitcheon. editorII alter L. .4ppersini. publisher
Editorials and agbionsted articles on thus page are presented for
thr purporte of provkate • forum for thisfroa exchange of di
ffering
'oplmitas Letters to the editor in rowan to editorials and
Auruututted artichnore encouraged.
The editors of IM. nevrittspor Wrongti behove that to limit
opuuoriated article, to only than. which perrallot tbe editorial
philosophy of this oteepopor be a alesineeelo our readers,
therefore we urge reEdgell eiggHillgeg Immo Web an editorial stand or
the ideas presented by an inalimbel miter In a column, to 
respond
with their feelings on the particular issue being discussed.
OPINION PAGE
Page •l—Fridav Afternoon, .4pril Ii. 1973
Guest Editorials Outlawing Holding
Keep Breathing Companies Favored
The National Nothing Foundation
is trying to establish a special day
when we can just sit—without
celebrating, observing or honoring
anything.
Sounds like an excellent idea. A
special day without newspapers,
radio, television.
No working, no driving, no
nothing. No fun either. Just sit and




We have not been able to derive
any moral, political or sociological
lesson from the following in-
formation, but we pass it along to
you just as a favor:
Junior Samples, the rotund
country comedian (on "Hee Haw")
is fighting his own battle of the
bulge, under doctor's orders. So far
the 5'8" Mr. Samples has lost 55
pounds—down to 281. His goal is 200.
The Atlanta Constitution reports
that Mr. Samples is unhappy about
his diet—no grease, no sugar, no
eggs, no salt, everything boiled. But
he has not considered having his
jaw wired shut. "If I got in a fight
now, all I could do would be bite,"
Mr. Samples explained. "If I




says long hair is on the way out.
Dis-tressing good news. Appears
that short hair will be the wave of
the future. For hippies, that's
shear nonsense.




By Dr. H. C.
Rased on copyrighted outlines produced by the Committee on
the Uniform Series and used by permission.
Man's Responsibility For Creation
Unquestionably God, the creator and
ruler of the universe, is interested in and
concerned about every man whom He has
created, blessed, and sustained. Made in
the image of God, man is truly accountable
l. Appreciation of God. Psalm ea 1-2
In ..the,se two verses we have _ a
recognition and an acknowledgment of the
eecellence and majesty of God. How ex-
cellent, great, majestic, splendid, and
glorious is His name, which stands for His
person and character! The fact that God is
ififinite and perfect should cause all to
appreciate and worship Him. God's
Magnificence is exalted above the
havens. He has made those who are so
Young that they are just able to lisp God's
Praises, and therefore are weak, the in-
struments of His strength, To still the
epemy and the avenger is to render their
efforts ineffective.
II. Admiration of God. Psalm 8:3-8
Surveying the outward canopy of the
ttavens in the stillness of the night, the
ftsalmist was averwhelmed with all the
bieauty and grandeur of the vast expanse
viith its starry glories. By their splendor
:and stability the heavens manifested the
glory of God in an impressive manner. One
wonders how anyone can remain an un-
believer when he reverently scans the
heavens and sees the marvelous work of
God. His revelation of Himself should
issetrae awe and reverence in all of those
Ytho behold it.
With all the glories of these heavenly
Manifestations before him, the Psalmist
turned his thoughts to frail and apparently
insignificant man. He marvelled that God
should consider man at all, and even more
that he should make him the crowning
Manifestation of His glory. He wondered
that God should choose so insignificant a
thing as man to be the object of His special
regard. The word which He used for man
in verse four is very remarkable. It
signifies a being who in himself is frail,
weak, and mortal.
Compared with the majesty, splendor,
and permanence of the heavens, man is
lowly and frail, and his existence on earth
is brief.
These verses set before us in powerful
contrast the littleness and the greatness of
man. Although little in himself, there is
something in man which separates him
from all other creations, something which
enables him to think of God, to come to
know Him, to love Him, and to serve Him.
There is nothing which gives such dignity
tp man as the fact that he is the crowning
achievement of all God's creation. God
Endowed man with the ability to think,
dream, hope, aspire, reason, invent, and
build. Whereas the rest of creation accepts
the world as it is, man undertakes to make
it what he thinks it ought to be. God has
given man dominion over his environment.
He has cared for man every day of his life.
He has provided salvation for him. On the
basis of what God has done for man, ob-
viously He rightfully expects much from
him. He expects him to be saved, to
• practice - selfaitnial, to represent Him
conscientiously, constantly, and con-
sistently, and to be faithful to Him under
all circumstances. He certainly has a right
to expect His children to be faithful and
dependable.
IH. Adoration of God. Psalm 8:9
If by grace God is your Lord, that in-
comparable possession should produce in
you an adoring wonder. All .God's
children are obligated to adore, honor,
worship, obey, and serve Him until He
calls them home.
It is interesting to note that the Psalmist
here speaks of the greatness and majesty
of God as the fundamental reason for
praising and worshiping Him. This
passage magnifies the majesty and sur-
passing grandeur of God. His greatness is
incomprehensible. Praise to God for His
majesty is an indispensable constituent of
spiritual health.
We rejoice to think of God's im-
mutability, omnipresence, omniscience,
and omnipotence. As we contemplate
God's holiness, righteousness, justice,
love, mercy, and faithfulness, we are
moved to honor, praise, and worship Him.
Psalm 8 closes with the same ex-
clamation of reverent wonder and great
adoration with which it began. Therefore,
it behooves every Christian to admire,
appreciate, adore, love, worship, and
serve our heavenly Father until He calls us
home. We are challenged to glorify Him in
our thoughts, words, and deeds.
IV. Authority of Man. Genesis 1:26
In this verse we are told for the first time
that the three persons of the Trinity
counseled together. The Trinity consulted,
agreed, and decided to create man. The
creation of man was the result of God's
sovereign decision. If God had not decided
to create man, he never would have been
called into being.
When God created man, He made him in
His own image, so there is an unspeakable
dignity attached to man. What does it
mean when the Bible tells us that God
created man in His image? In no sense of
the word does it mean that God is a cor-
poreal being. There is nothing in the Bible
which indicates that man looks like God
because He created him in His image. This
image was not material or physical, but
rather a likeness in personality. Just as
God knows, feels, and wills, so man, made
in His image, knows, feels, and wills.
God gave man the authority to control
the animals and other living creatures.
Man is responsible to God for the way in
which he controls and uses the things
which He has placed in his custody.
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Due to the fact that big business has
taken advantage of a "loophole" in
banking regulations originally designed to
aid small rural communities, the nation's
independent business people are in favor
of outlawing bank holding cempanieea
This is the interpretation placed on the
results of a just completed nationwide poll
by the National Federation of Independent
Business on the question "Are you for or
against the prohibition of bank ventures
into non-banking enterprises and limiting
activity solely to banking?"
The results of the poll show 61 per cent of
the respondents in favor of such a law, 29
per cent opposed, with 10 per cent un-
decided.
In Kentucky the Vote is 61 per cent in
favor, 29 per cent opposed, and 10 per cent
undecided.
For several years members of the
National Federation of Independent
Business have complained quite
vigorously about banks becoming engaged
in such diverse activities as insurance,
sales of securities, data processing, travel
agencies, equipment leasing, and other
fields. It is alleged that this places banks in
the position of competing against free
enterprise.
While a bank itself does not engage in
these functions directly it is in turn con-
trolled by what is known as a holding
company which does engage in these
other enterprises.
In the early part of this century, bank
holding companies were usually formed in
small communities that had no banking
An AP Yews Analysts
Reaction To
Raises Some
WASHINGTON (AP) — The immediate
and overwhelmingly negative
congressional reaction to President Ford's
$722-million, arms-aid request for Vietnam
raises serious questions about his real
goals.
Ford made the arms pitch to Congress
Thursday night knowing full well both the
legislators and the majority of the Arneri-
can people would reject it.
But he also knew that Congress might
accept a separate plan in his "State of the
World" address to evacuate Americans in
South Vietnam by using U.S. troops.
There were signs that Ford was using
the aid request — more than double his
original proposal — as a cover for the
more immediate need of arranging the
evacuation.
For instance, the $722 million was
arrived at in a curious way, reflecting a
lack of certainty that the amount would ac-
complish anything.
As the administration officials 'ex-
plained, the original 8300-million request
had become absurd in the face of a
changed military situation.
And once it was decided to ask for more
aid, the only other recommendation Ford
had was the $722-million figure proposed
by Army Chief of Staff Frederick C
Weyand upon his return from Vietnam.
The officials said that only time will tell
if it is adequate, adding that not every
military assessment in the past about Viet-
nam has been correct.
Today In History
Its The Associated Press
Today is Friday, April 11, the 101st day
of 1975. There are 264 days left in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
In 1814, Napoleon Bonaparte abdicated
as emperor of France.
On this date —
In 1689, William and Mary were crowned
King and Queen of England.
In 1713, Spain ceded Gibraltar to
England.
In 1899, the Philippine Islands were tran-
sferred from Spain to the United States.
In 1921, a telephone line between the
United States and Cuba was opened by
President Warren G. Harding.
In 1947, a black played with a major
league baseball team for the first time as
Jackie Robinson joined with the Brooklyn
Dodgers in an exhibition game against the
New York Yankees.
In 1951, President Harry Truman
relieved General Douglas MacArthur of
his command in the Far East.
Ten years ago: The death toll was put at
54 in the crash of a.Jordanian airliner near
Damascus, Syria.
Five years ago: The Apollo III
spacecraft was launched from Cape Ken-
nedy for the third landing on the moon by
American astronauts. a
One year ago: The House Judiciary'
Committee, issued a subpoena for
President Richard Nixon to turn over all
tapes and documents previously requested ,
by theaeoraniittee. • . • a.
Today's birthdays: Mrs. Ethel Kennedy
is 47 years old.
Thought for today: To speak kindly does
not hurt the tongue — a French proverb.
facilities. This resulted when the local feed
mill, the retailers, and other business
people decided they needed a depository in
the home town and formed a separate
corporation and secured a charter to
operate a bank.
But as the century wore on and the era of
big banks, especially branch banks,
became widespread, big banking sought
the blanket of a holding company in order
to permit it to engage in other enterprises.
This condition has been the subject of
spirited debate in the Congress for about
the past three decades. In 1970 the
Congress passed a law which restricted
holding companies to the control of a
single bank. But in the final passage the
legislation was watered down. It also gave
the Federal Reserve Board the authority
to decide what types of non-banking
business these "one-bank holding com-
panies" could engage in. In addition, there
were no limitations on the size of the single
banks that control vast amounts of assets.
According to the NFIB the argument
against any bank holding companies is
that it permits bank earnings to be used to
compete with many small entrepreneurs
who do not have access to this type of
financing.
As indicated by the NFIB survey, almost
two-thirds of the independent business
people are in favor of legislation limiting
banks exclusively to the business of
banking.
With the new Congress showing an in-
clination to question the operations of the
Federal Reserve System, it is considered
by the NFIB that this issue of bank holding
companies will again become the subject
of heated debate and legislative proposals.
Ford
Questions
Why, then, did Ford make what is a
quixotic effort at best?
The possibilities include:
—Ford and Secretary of State Henry A.
Kissinger know Vietnam cannot be saved
laid want to make sure Cangress takes the
blame by proposing so high a figure it was
bound to lose.
—The $722-million request was made in
the same way labor unions make inflated
wage demands in order to draw a coun-
ter-offer closer to their realistic goals.
—An effort was needed to make the
Saigon government think there is a chance
for aid in order to prevent South Viet-
namese from turning on the remaining
Americans in bloody reprisals for giving
up.
The answers given by administration of-
ficials vary from outright rejection to
silence.
As to the suggestion that Ford is
maneuvering Congress into taking the
blame for Vietnam's fall, the officials
almost plead that they are not interested in
placing blame.
They are equally firm in saying that
while the $722 million may or may not be
an adequate figure, it is clear that any sub-
stantially lower figure would not suffice.
The administration's actual goal ap-
pears to be reflected in its silence over the
possibility that Ford wants to keep Saigon
thinking there is a chance for aid in order
to buy time to evacuate Americans an
d,
possibly, some South Vietnamese friends.
If Ford really thought there was a chan-
ce at a large aid figure, he would not 
have
raised the extremely touchy issue of re-
introducing American troops into South
Vietnam.
The conclusion, then, is that Ford wants
to keep open the possibility of increas
ed
aid until the safety of the 6,000 Amer
icans







The United Methodists of Calloway
County have had the opportunity to hear at
least one of 18 missionaries this week. As a
host in our area, I have been with seven of
these; as a result, I have done some
reflecting.
Jesus said of the righteous, "As you did
it to one of the least of these my brethren,
you did it tome." He told the parable of the
Good Samaritan to teach that whoever is
in need is our neighbor and we love him by
responding to his need. He made the water
into wine and Multiplied the bread for the
hungry. God intended us to be fully human,
sensitive and responsive to the needs of
hufnanity, fully courteous and caring, i. e.,
• ' humanitarian."
However, if we over-emphasize the
humanitarian, it becomes in theology the
doctrine called hurnanitarianISM. This is
a denial of the Spirit of God and the
Divinity of Christ believing that man
doesn't need the Grace of God because he
can perfect his own nature. The goal in life
is to eliminate mankind's path and suf-
fering, forgetting the mission Jesus had
for the soul of man.
If we over-emphasize the Spirit and
forget the human needs, we may become
less than human and end up as one in
Matthew 25 to whom Jesus will say,
"Depart from me...for I was hungry and
you gave me no food; I was thirsty and you
gave me no drink; I was a stranger and
you did not welcome me, naked and you
did not clothe me, sick and in prison and
you did not visit me."
There are thousands of adults and
children dying every day from starvation.
Only 40 children can be enrolled in a
Christian school in India out of 200 who
apply because there isn't space to ac-
commodate more or enough scholarships,
costing only $8.00 a month!
Grain-eating countries consume 800 lbs.
Bible Thought
saw a dream which made me
af raid, and the thoughts upon my
bed and the visions of my head
troubled me. Daniel 4:5.
Daniel listened to the King's
dream for an hour and when it was
done convinced him that God cares
for both the mighty and the least of
men.
of grain while America uses 2000 lbs. for
her cattle and chickens, and we complain
because we don't have enough!
George B. Garden, who served in India
for 43 years, said that often people would
pass the government hospital and walk
miles to reach their gtation for far less
sophisticated medicine and treatment.
When he asked why, the people replied,
"You give us two medicines. One to take
away our pain and one to take away our
fear."
May God give us Grace to give both.
LliKING BACK
10 Years Age
Murray State College Debaters won first
place in the 38th annual Southern Speech
Association Tournament held April 6-7 at
Durham, N. C.
Deaths reported are Harry L. Starks,
age 74, Mrs. Myrtie Edwards, age 80, and
Mrs. Nettie G. Yates.
Candidates who will be unopposed in the
May primary are Holmes Ellis, mayor,
Charles Hale, tax commissioner, Douglas
Shoemaker, court clerk, and Max Chur-
chill, coroner.
Miss Rebecca Alice Outland and. Ralph
James Urban were married April 4.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Addison are the
parents of a baby girl born April 8.
20 Years Ago
Salk anti-polio vaccine was pronounced
safe and effective and was hailed by the
American Medical Association as one of
the greatest events in the history of
medicine.
John Stanley Shelton, son of Mr. and
Mrs. J. W. Shelton, is serving as minister
of music at the First Baptist Church,
Owensboro.
New officers of the Murray Training
School Chapter of the Future Homemakers
of America are Wilma Boyd, Barbara
Ifale; Frances Perry, Paula Blalock, Ann
Falwell, Lovell P awker, Sue Hale, Lance
Miller, Joan Goard, 'Georgia Speight, and
Catherine Irvan.
Mr. and Mrs. L. C. Cox and children of
Columbia, Mo., are the guests of Mrs.





HEARTLINE is a service for Senior
Citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions—fast. Call Monday through
Friday from 9 a. m. until 5 p. m. or write
HEARTLINE, 8514 North Main St.,
Dayton, Ohio, 45415. Remember HEAR-
TLINE pays for all calla on its toll-free
number.
1-80e-543-2450
Heartline: If I remarry and my new
husband adopts my daughter, would my
daughter lose her benefits from her
deceased father.
Answer: No, this adoption would not
effect your daughter's benefits.
Heartline: I'm a non-service connected
disabled veteran, am I entitled to out-
patient treatment?-0. T.
Answer: Only if you're entitled to Aid
and Attendances or Housebound benefits.
Heartline: Does it matter how much
money I have in savings when I go on soc.
sec. retirement ?—Mr . J. P. G.
Answer: No, savings, pension or any
type of unearned income will not effect,
your social security retirement or soc. sec
disability.
Heartline: Is it alright to give your
number to a sister out of state?-8. V.
Answer: Yes, our number is passed
from relative to relative from coast to
coast. We also receive letters from
Canada, Alaska, Puerto Rico and other
countries.
Heartline: I am 82 years old, no family,
few friends. What is your pen-pal
program? Is it free?—T. P. N.
Answer: Yes, it is free. Simply send us a
letter giving us permission to forward your
name and address to another lonely senior
citizen and watch your mailbox.
Let's Stay Well
Question Of Iron
A heated debate continues on
whether additional iron enrich-
ment of bread, and flour is
necessary and safe. Also, will the
extra iron be effective in bring-
ing alleged benefits to the public,
especially to women of
childbearing age and to certain
children?
The propcsal to increase the
iron content of bread and flour
sold to the public has the support
of certain members of the staff
nf the Food and Drug Adminis-
tration (FDA), other persons in
industry, some nutritionists, and
part of ihe membership of the
AMA Council on - Foods and
Nutrition and its staff.
.oppoSition to increasinA
Eurther iron content of breadlid.
flour conies from equally
qualified authorities, who quin-
t ion the safety, effectiveness, and
need for such additional iron.
By F.J.L Blasingame, M.D.
Strong argument against adding
any more, made by William
Crosby. M.D., a hematologist of
the Scripps Clinic and Research
Foundation. La Jolla. Calif., was
recorded in a recent issue of the
Journal of the American Medi-
cal Association.
Dr. Crosby contends that the
research on which to base an in-
crease in iron in these foods in
inadequate and that this added
amour% could be hazardous to
certain persons who have
defects in their metabolism of
. iron. He believes that tests on
• limited populations should first
be carried out Further, he ques-
tions whether adding the iron
proponents, including the FDA.
I wrote recently of a new test --
ferritin assay -- which measures
more accurately the iron reserve
in a person's body. When the test
becomes more widely available
to screen the population,
research information may
become more dependable as a
basis for conclusions regarding
iron deficiencies.
Q Mr. NC. asks if exercise is
helpful to an older person.
A: I believe that regular exer-
cise that is well tolerated is even
more help*ful 'to the average
older peeson than to a younger
one. Too often, because of retire-
will benefit those persons who ,„men1 or some mtitoreitsabilltY
.21lagetlIY-1-1R4.14 -10.7 MOW:: the:Okester-agfiinnetropililak.ox,-..
whether many of the symptoms ercise and settle into a sedentary'
efsksease attribute4 to so-called 
life." 
Yardwork. walking, or regu-
iron deficiencies ate accurate. ar riut . light calisthenics have
He vigorously . challenges the pad effects an the maselaa_
BLASINGAME
joints and circulation, as well as
obvious psychological benefits.
Exercising with others in a small
group has certain advantages.
Consult your physician before
starting a new exercise pro-
gram, especially if it may be
stressful.
Q. Mr. W.B., about 70 years of
age, writes that he pauses two to
three quarts of urine at night and
says that he has some prostate
trouble. He wants suggestions for
relief.
-A-. Drink your fluids mainly in
the morning and only a limited
amount before 3 p.m. By follow-
ing this routine, you siall not have
as much ,fluid to pass during the
night. . You should have your
urinary sYstem examined by a
physician.







































































































































Evening worship 7:30p rn.
Emmanuel Missionary
Morning Worship 11 004 m









Morning vVOrshiP 11 00a m





Morning Worship 11:00a.m.Evening Worship 7:15p.m.
10 45a m











Evening Worship 630 p m
Grace Baptist
Morning Worship 10 45a m
Evening worship 7.00p.m
Blood River .






MOrning Worship 10:50a m
Evening Worship ' 7:00p.m





















Mount Horeb Freewill Baptist












AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE




11 00 a m
7 00p m
Faith Baptist
Morning Worship 11 00a m
Evening Worship 6 30p m
Locust Grove
Morning Worship 11.00am
Evening Worship 7 00p m
Chestnut Street General
Sunday School 10 00a
Morning Worship 11 00 a
Nazarene
Murray Church
Sunday School 10 00 a
Worship Service 11 00a
Locust Grove Church






Evening Worship • 30 osivr"-




Sunday School 10 00 a.m.
Worship Services item ,7 p.m.
Calvary Temple
Sunday Schoo: 10:00a m
Worship Services 11a.m., 7:30p rn
First Assembly Of God
Church School 10:00
Worship Service 11:00
First Assembly Of God
Church School 10 :00 a.m.
Worship Service 11: 00a .m.
Church of Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Salinfs
Sunday School 
000 
St. Leo Catholic Church'
Sunday Mass 8 a m., 11 a .m 4:30p..
m. Saturday Mass 6:30 p. iw
Christian Science Services
Farmer Ave. and 17th St., Murray-F-
Ky., Sundays 11:00 am. Testimony
meeting second Wednesday 8 p.m.
Jehovah's Witnesses
Watchtower 1030a. m.
Bible Lecture 9:30a. rn.
Wyman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services 11 cm., 7 p915.m: .
St. John's Episcopal
Church School 
Worship Hour 10:30 a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran
Sunday School 9. 15 a.m.
Morning Worship 10: 30a.m.
Seventh Day Adventist
Sabbath School 10: 00 a.m.
Worship Service 9:80a.m.
Ledbetter Missionary Baptist
Sunday School 10 a rn
mPreaching Ila m &6p 





Tab woman is deeply troubled
and afraid. Perhaps she has 5.
naneial worries, or marital prob.
kms. Maybe she is afraid of
growing old.
j She has not yet turned to God
for help, for God banishes fear
from our live*. Paul wrote to
Timothy, "God has not given us
the spirit of fear but of power and of love.- (2 Timothy 1:7)
Whatever your problems. if ”i.0 pui them in God's hands, he will
give you the strength you need to face them. Earthly problems are
fleeting, God's Love is Eternal.
<11•••••••••• 1.•••
YOU IN TM 011J1101
OSUIPCM IN IOU
•••••...
0.4 • do* NM WYO.
Christian
First Christian
Worship Services 10 45 a m , 7 p rn
Murray Christian








Morning Worship 10 30 a .m
Evening Worship 6 00p m
Green Plain
Morning Worship 10 45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7•00pm.
West Murray
Morning Worship 10 50 a.m.
Evening Worship 6 00p m.
Union Grove
Morning Worship 10 50 a m
Evening Worship 6 3O pm
Seventh Poplar



















Kirksey Charth of Christ
Sunday School 10:03a.m.
Morning Worship 10:50•.m.




Sunday School 10.00 a.m , Worship












Church School 1:30 a.M.
Worship Service 10:45 a.m.
This page-made possible by the following supporting firms:
Methodist
Palestine United
Worship Service 111 m 1st Sunda.
10 00 a m 3rd Sunday Sunday
School 10 00 az 2nd & 4th
Martin's Chapel United
Worship Service 9 30 a re
Sunday School 10 30 a m.
Good Shepherd United
Worship Service 10 00 a m
Sunday School 11 00a m
Independence United
Sunday School 10 00a m
Morning Worship 1100am
Kirksey United
Morning Worship 11 00a m
Evening Worship 7 00p m
Coldwater United
Worship Service 11 00 a m 1st &
2nd Sunday 10 00 a m 3rd & ori
Sunday School 10 00 a m 1st & 2nd
Sunday 11 00 cm 3rd &.43h
Sunday
Temple Hill United
Morning Worship 10 00a m
Sunday School 11 Cda m
First Methodist
Worship 8 45IL i0.50 rn
Russells Chapel United
Sunday School 10 00 a m
Morning Worship - 11 00a m
Goshen Methodist
Wotihip Service al 11 00 a.m 1st
3rd Sundays. 9 30 • m 2nd 1 4th
Sundays, Bible Study 6:30 pm
Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9.30 •.m
3rd Sundarai 11.00 a•m• 2nd
Sunday*
Cab's Camp Ground
Worship Service 10 00a m
Dexter-Hardin United
Worship Service 10 00a m
1st & 3nd SundayS, 11 00 • m




Worship Service 10.00 a.m. 1st
Sunday-11:00 a.m. 3rd. Sunday
Sunday School 11:00 a m. 1st
iunday-10:00 a.m Ind, Id. & 4th
Sunday
Mt. Carmel
Worship Serv ice10 : 00 a.m. Ind
Sunday: 11:00 a m. Mt Sunday
Sunday School 10:00a.m. 1st, re&
.4th Sunday • 11:00a.m. And SunliBY
*Jarmo Gospel
AM! Church
Morning Services 10:45 a.m.
Brooks Mani Willed
1st & 3rd Sunday
Evening 7:00p.m.
2nd 14th Sunday 11:00
No evening Worship
Selena United
1st & 3rd Sunday 11:006.m.
2nd & 0134Mo:14y 9:3011in.
Evening 6:000.M.
South Pleasant Grove
Sunday School 10 00 a -
Morning Worship 11 00 a In..
Evening 7 00 p m.
Storey's Chapel UnielN
Morning Worship 1. m.
Sunday School 10:4g. m'
4....Kirte's 2)ein
Alt lr:11. 6 ir







If God is your partner, make
your plans large
Astro Car Wash
1102 Mostar, ' Murray. Ky.
Ewing Tire.Siorvice
( EREO
Illochmq Choir The mtros 7S3 11111
God Still Speaks to those
who take time to listen.
•
Perkins Pancake andim
t:ti Steak House4 EverydayYour Complete Tars S0rvlos Coder
For Passenger-Track A Farm Tires
gee Coldwater Rd. 753-3164
U.S. 641 North a.m.-10 p.m.
Worlds largest and finest chain of Pancake Plowsits,
locally owned and operated.
-JOIN US AFTER CHURCH-
"THE PLENTIFUL PLATE PLACE"
• J ' ciart-Steoir-lickusis- -
.. __
murray Livestock Co. Randy Thornton
Service Co.
Air Conditioning Heating-Commercial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
$02 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
trE-F--4;2) Pagliai's (V.T',., -___,,• Afe who has never failed
has never tried
TOM ANDREWS-YOUR HOST
We Sr. running specials Daily, Mon. thru Thurs.
Fri., Sat., Sun. -T-bone Steak Special
No. 12th Ext. 641 -Call in Orders to 753-4419
SALE EVERY SATURDAY AT 1 P.M.-PH. 753-S334
Hogs bought daily
Horse Sale Each 3rd Friday Night





Cain & Treas Motor Sales
Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-J*09
Top Quality Used Cars
Five Points Phone 753-44411
Life is a one way street
we are not coming 
back!
beauty salon # -1.-k4
"For The Woman it‘h0 Cares" ,e-i













YOUR UNI-ROYAL TIRE DEALER
1105 Fogise-Vs Block I. of S. 17M-Phone 7S1-1419
,i•
1 Juanita's Flowers, Inc.
_ -1*; 4 "WHEN YOU NEED FLOWERS-
%.PAINAlitt 
THINK OF OURS"
'..' -.: a s•A; ar...,
• .'' e` iril • = 917 Coldwater Rd. 7S3-311,110
•
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn. Wheat i Soybeans
1.Ioimea f IIA mai Stoyl
Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-PRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG











KELLEY'S TERMITE & PEST
CONTROL
"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way."
100 So 13M St. 753-1914
Palace Cafe
Five Points 753-7992
Wost Kentucky Rural Electric
Co-Oporativ• Corp.
Phone 753-S017
Richard Orr Dist. Co.
WChevr" 
Standard • Oil Products
1400 Pouge Ave 753-4452
Home Phone 753-8295
The Christian Book Center
WAYNE A CATHY PERRIN-OWNERS
-Biblirs-Records-Music - Books--
-Church Sualiiim-01“,---
MI Chestnut St. 753-042s
Kenlake Marina
J.W. WILHAPAMOR.
4 HOUSE BOAT RENTALS 4







Open 9-9 Mon .Sat
1-6 Sun.





Cain's Union 76 Service
Used cars - Minor Repairs
Dean tire Distributor - Wholesale - Retail
6th & Main 753 5862
Verble Taylor • 753-3548
C E Cain, Jr. • 753-6238
Heaven Is A Bargain
However Great The Cost
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
"THE Exio•ORDINARY BANK"
Member FDIC
See Main So i7th & Story Chestnut St





Tom's Pizza PalaceKentucky Fried Ckiektit
"IT'S FINGER LICKIN' GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th
Call in Orders 753-7101
71.6
-. THIS FOOD IS NOT FROZEN
...Lane `i Made Fresh Using The Rest QualitV By
Tom ,.
WE DFI' ' 
IVFR -




"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"






Murray, KY Ph. 753-9636





risallOcsccaasionsF T1: j 
mFolouwse erps ialonLand
500 N 4th 753-3251 753-11P91n44g
,
Smiles never go up in price









modernize your furniture with new
upholstery
A Complete Car Upholstery Center -







Wayne Darnell Oulblied Marino
Your Jonnson PAMors Dealer
Sales-Service-Perts





A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
eel Maple et 753-4424
.---
Take Time For God
'1,
Ai1
Stokes Tractor I I mplemuut Co.
ESMASSEY-FERGUSON SALAND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 751 1119
If Your Trouble Is Of Long
Standing, Try Kneeling
J.T. Todd
-. Used Cars, Inc.
m , I. 




Murray's most Complete Department Store
Central Shopping Center 751 7175
S111.1. JI..
4
10ff 7 4191. ira • a ja
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Wurth And Perconte: Success
Brought On By Johnny Reagan
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger & Times Sports Editor
They are called the "Hoover
Twins."
No, they aren't any relation to
the late president, Hoobert
Heever, er, whatever his name
was.
They are called the "Hoover
Twins" because they are a lot
like a Hoover vacuum cleaner.
Nothing gets past them.
Who are they?
They are none other than the
keystone combination of Jack
Perconte and Leon Wurth, star
infielders for the nationally-
ranked Murray State Thorough-
breds.
Perconte, a junior second
baseman from Joliet, Ill., and
Wurth, a senior shortstop from
Paducah St. Mary High School;
are both having banner years.
In 36 games this season, in
which the 12th-rated team in the
nation has rolled up an im-
pressive 31-5 record, the two are
having seasons that almost
challenges the imagination.
Perconte, who already holds
six single season career records
at Murray, is belting opposing
pitchers at a .392 clip and just
until recently, had been over
.400 all year.
In addition, he has 38 runs
hatted in, not bad for a guy who
Stands just 5-10 and weighs only
155 pounds.
Wurth, who holds five single
season records at Murray, is
hitting .429 and leading the
Learn in runs batted in with 39.
But the best thing about the
two is their major league
fielding ability. Both are able to
cover ground like Paul Bunyan,
both are fleet-footed and both
have cannon-arms.
There weren't any scouts
beating the doors down when
.the two graduated from high
hoot.
After graduation from St.
, Wurth decided-be would
Trap Shod- To Be
Held On Saturday
The Jackson P)irchase Gun
located on Highway 121
een Murray and Mayfield,
will hold a multiple event trap
shoot Saturday.
Events are scheduled to begin
at 1 p. m.
This will be an open shoot and












Students &Children - $3.00
General Admission Adults -
84.00
Reserved Seats - $5.00
Sponsored by Murray
Calloway County Jaycees.
accept a baseball scholarship to
Murray State.
Perconte played in a Colt
League Tournament in Murray
the summer after his junior
year in high school and decided
at that time, he liked the place.
Both players admit they were
of "average" talent when they
left high school. But when they
got to Murray State, something
magic happened to them. And
that magic was Thoroughbred
Coach Johnny Reagan.
A former basketball and
baseball star at Murray,
Reagan and his influence has
been the key for the success of
Wurth and Perconte.
"I don't know where to begin
talking about the man," Wurth
said. —
' 'I could say good things about
him all day. He Looks chance on
me when he signed me out of
high school. And now I have him
to thank for making me a more
mature person and a more
mature baseball player,"
Wurth said of Reagan.
"Just being around the man
helps. He has control in every
situation, on and off the field."
Perconte agrees.
"He's a hell of a guy.
"He treats everybody dif-
ferently. We are all individuals.
Everybody respects him.
Everybody really wants to win
for the guy.
"There's been a few times
this year we've lost and we felt
like telling him we were sorry
for not giving 100 per cent."
Among the accomplishments
of Murray State this season was
a record-breaking 22-game
winning streak. And both feel
Reagan was responsible.
"A lot of games daring our
streak, we'd be behind and
mentally down. That's when a
lot of teams fall apart," Mirth
said.
"But he'd tell us If we'd just
keep our heads and eliminate
the mental mistakes, we'd get
some runs and win.
"I have never been on a team
where everyone gets along so
well. There's no jealousy at all.
Everybody plays as a team
You can play relaxed when you
know nobody is talking behind
your back.
"And another thing," Wurth
said.
"Coach Reagan never
screams at us while we're on
the field. He never belittles us in
front of a crowd. If he has
something to say, he pulls us off
to the side and talks to us."
For the past two seasons, the
Thoroughbreds have been
ranked in the top 20 teams in the
Bobby Nichols Moves Into Lead
At Masters, Nicklaus Second
By WILL GRIMSLEY
AP Special Correspondent
AUGUSTA, Ga. ( AP ) — Can
the old man win it one more
time?
"If it doesn't peak now, I'm
not sure it will ever peak,"
says the 45-year-old Arnold
Palmer, surveying the game
that thrust him into the thick of
a gold-studded pack going into
today's second round of the
Masters Golf Tournament.
"I have been getting ready
since December. I have been
swinging better for the last
month and a half. I feel my
game is as good as I can possi-
lily make it."
Volite cheers early in the day
fore Elder, the first black
man tyer to tee It up in this
festive Isof golf's elite among
the pines,. turned to exciting
roars at du* for the Masters
sentimental lo\rite as Palmer
toured a stea par and birdie
course to the final, hole.
There on the 4230-yard uphill
-holly hole, where hit bid for a
championship drowned in a
double bogey of errant Shots in
1961, Palmer hit a heavy three-
iron into the sand and took his
lone bogey for a 69.
The score, climaxing a rain-
splattered day of triumph and
frustration for the field, didn't
give Palmer the lead, but you
couldn't tell that to members of
Arnie's Army, thirsting for the
first major victory since Arnie
won his fourth Masters in 1964.
Tbetirst-round leader is Bob-
by Nichols, a strapping part-
time club pro, who hardly hit a
faulty shot in firing a bogeyless
67, five under Augusta Nation-
al's par 72.
Poised behind Nichols at 68
were the heavily favored
Jack Nicklaus, bidding for his
fifth Masters, and the other
Miller—Allen, not Johnny—a
pleasant, moon-faced
University of Goergia graduate
who joined the tour in 1971.
Palmer's 69 put him in a tie
at that position with J. C.
Snead — old Sam's nephew —
and Torn Weiskopf, winner at
Greensboro, N.C., last week-
end. Just behind them at 70
were former champion Bill
Casper, plump Bob Murphy and
young Tom Watson.
Sam, 62, winner of three Mas-
ters, joined a half-dozen others,
including a revived Lee Tre-
vino, at 71 — making 16 players
under par.
AUGUSTA, Ga. ( AP) — Top
first-round scores Thursday in
the Masters Golf Tournament
on the 7,020-yard, par-72 Au-




















nation. And this year, for the
first time, the winner of the
Ohio Valley Conference will
receive an automatic bid into
the NCAA Playoffs.
The 'Breds are considered a
shoo-in for the title.
And with guys like Leon
Wurth and Jack Perconte, and a
coach like John Reagan, it's
easy to see why.
Both Perconte and Wurth
started as infielders during
their sophomore seasons. And
in their second year of playing
together, professional scouts
rate them as a first-class
keystone combo.
Do both of them someday
hope to play major league ball?
-All I want to do is to give it
my best shot, to do the best I
can. If that takes me to She.
major leagues, then that's fine.
I just want to enjoy the game
more than anything," said
Perconte, who in two years has
never been thrown out while
trying to steal a base.
In fact, Perconte has a string
of 46 consecutive stolen bases
over the past two years.
"I feel about the same as
Jack," Wurth said.
"I just want to do the best I
can. If I don't play pro ball, then
I'd like to help the kids have the
opportunity to better them-
selves and I'd probably go into
coaching."
Leon Wurth and Jack Per-
conte: Winners in baseball and
winners in life. What more
could a man want?
Weary Colonels Take
3-0 Lead Over Sounds
By The Associated Press
Momentum usually is a ma-
jor factor in a team's perform-
ance, but the Kentucky Colo-
nels, winners of their last 13
games, would rather take a
rest right now.
"We've won 13 games in 19
days, but we're a tired ball
club," Kentucky Coach Hie
Brown admitted Thursday night
after his Colonels had demo-
fished Memphis 101-80 for their
third straight victory over the
Sounds in their American Bas-
ketball Association playoff
series.
"We'd love to have the extra
time toff; a sweep would give
us," continued Brown. "I think
our guys are thinking about
this and we won't let up Friday
night."
The Colonels can complete a
sweep of the best-of-seven East-
ern Division semifinal series
with another victory over the
Sounds tonight at Memphis.
The surprising Indiana Pac-
ers also took a 3-0 lead over
San Antonio in their Western
Division semifinal series, beat-
ing the Spurs 113-103 in over-
time Thursday night. The Pac-
ers go for a sweep Saturday
night at Indiana.
Henry Block has
17 reasons why you
should come to us
for income tax help.
Reason 1. We are income tax
specialists. We ask the right
questions. We dig for every honest
deduction. We want to leave no
stone 'unturned to make sure you
pay the smallest legitimate tax.
IXOCEIRLOCIICA
T M 4ite..0411—T A X Pe 0+1.1-4
903 Arcadia St. odyiNifitel
SS-Staa.4 p.m 5-I 1st- Miese 711441144
411 APPOIMIENT 4101241114
The league's two other play-
off series continue tonight. In
the East, New York and St.
Louis, tied at 1-1, meet in St.
Louis, and in the West, Denver,
with a 2-1 lead, plays Utah at
Salt Lake City.
The Colonels shackled Mem-
phis with strong defense, in-
cluding 17 steals and three
blocked shots. Dan Issel had
four of the steals and one
blocked shot, in addition to
scoring 21 points, grabbing five
rebounds and holding George
Carter to 12 points.
"Issel was just terrific," said
Brown. "It may have been his
best defensive game of the sea- ,
son."
"I cleia rasa* if it was my
best defensive game, but I
guess I did welk" said Issel. "I
got ray hands on a lot of stuff
inside and shook the ball
loose."
Memphis' Tow Owens led all
scorers with 33 points.
Pacers 113, Spurs 103
Indiana's George McGinnis,
co-winner of the league's Most
Valuable Player Award, put on
a devastating show against the
Spurs. He scored 42 points,
grabbed 24 rebounds and had
nine assists.
San Antonio's George Gervin
also was outstanding, with
37 points and 10 rebounds. He
hit a 15-foot jump shot with
nine seconds remaining in regu-
lation, tying the score 97-97 and
sending the game into over-
time. The Pacers outscored the
*Spurs 16-6 in the extra period.
' Despite the Pacers' 3-0 ad-
vantage, Coach Bob Leonard
warned his players, "It's not
over yet."
It could be tonight.
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Dark Finds New Light
In Rookie Mike Norris
By HOWARD SMITH
AP Sports Writer
What do you do when you
suddenly lose your best pitcher
to the whims of baseball's arbi-
tration process?
If you're Alvin Dark, Bible-
toting manager of the Oakland
A's; You -seek comfort in the
scriptures. Dark, in need of
guidance after Catfish Hunter
slipped out of his Oakland con-
tract and into New York Yan-
kee pinstripes, turned to Jere-
miah 33:3:
"Call unto me, and I will an-
swer thee, and show thee great
and mighty things which thou
knowest not."
Enter rookie right-hander
Mike Norris. Norris, a 20-year-
old from San Francisco, made
his major league league debut
Thursday with a sparkling
three-hitter as the A's pounded
the Chicago White Sox 9-0.
"I've found my Jeremiah,"
declared Dark in a phone call to
A's owner Charles 0. Finley.
Norris, who likes the nick-
name and, in fact, bought a
Bible himself during spring
training, said, ''The name's
right on. I'm with the Bible all
the way."
There were just two other
games played in the American
League. The Baltimore Orioles
opened their season with a 10-0
rout of the Detroit Tigers and
the Texas Rangers shaded the
Minnesota Twins 5-4.
"I've had dreams about doing
something like this„" said Nor-
ris after his successful bow,
-and now it's all coming true."
Norris surrendered a first-in-
ning lead-off single to Pat Kelly
but promptly picked him off
base. Carlos May's second-in-
ning single and Kelly's double
in the ninth were the only other
hits off Norris, who walked
three and stuck out three.
"I was sure he was nervous
at the beginning," said catcher
Gene Tenace, "but when he
picked that guy off base I said
to myself, 'Who knows what
he'll do".
"We all wanted Norris to do
well, partly because of sheer
necessity," added slugger Reg-
gie Jackson.
Jackson hammered a three-
run homer and Bill North and
Joe Rudi had three hits apiece
for the A's, who collected nine
hits off five White Sox pitchers,
starting with loser Stan Bah-
nsen.
Orioles 10, Tigers 0
Jim Palmer, making an im-
pressive return from the sore
elbow that hampered him all
last season, stopped Detroit on
three hits. Lee May, acquired
from Houston over the winter,
belted a three-run homer and
Don Bator had four hits and
three runs-batted-in for Balti-
more.
"We missed Jimmy Palmer
almost all last season," said
Birds Manager Earl Weaver.
-With him back it's like we
traded for another pitcher."
Rangers 5, Twins 4
Cesar Tovar's eighth-inning
double drove in one run and
Minnesota reliever Bill Butler
walked in another as Texas
won its first game of the year.
Both runs were unearned, the
result of a two-out throwing er-
ror by Twins' third baseman
Eric Soderholm.
Jim Spencer belted a three-
run homer for the Rangers
while rookie centerfielder Lynn
Bostick collected_tlaree hits for
Minnesota.
Crowds Up
DETROIT (AP) — Attend-
ance at International Hockey
League games in the 1974-75
regular season was up 157,628
from the previous season, the
league said Thursday.
Commissioner Bill Beagan
said the league entertained 1,-
257,929 fans in 398 games, com-
pared to 1,100,301 in 342 con-
tests a year ago.
The Saginaw Gears had the
best attendance with 165,545.
New Name
HARTFORD, Conn. (API —
The Hartford team in the North
American Soccer League will
be called the Bicentennials, a
team spokesman said Thurs-
day.
Robin Hogan, the spokesman,
also said a lengthy delay in ar-
riving at a team name was due
to negotiations with a corpo-
ration interested in buying into
the team.




City Council — Ward 11'
Democratic Primary May 27, 1975
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Maple Leafs And Hawks




and Chicago's Ivan Boldirev
didn't mind working overtime
Thursday night. Their goals in
sudden-death Stanley Cup ac-
tion meant sudden life for the
Maple Leafs and Black Hawks
when their 'National Hockey
League playoff epitaphs al-
ready had been written.
Meanwhile, at the Nassau Co-
liseum, the fellow working
double-time was the man on the
penalty clocks. By the time the
Rangers finished stomping the
Islanders in the second game of
New York's "commuter
series," 170 penalty minutes
had ticked away -- as had the
hopes of an Islanders sweep
into the NHL quarter-finals
There will be no such fun for
St Louis, singing the Blues
after time ran out on their
championship dreams. A short-
handed goal by Pittsburgh s Co-
lin Campbell sent the Penguins
to a 5-3 victory and on to Mon-
treal for Sunday's opening
game of their best-of-seven
series against the Canadiens
Stoughton's goal at 10:19 of
overtime gave the Maple Leafs
a 3-2 victory over the Los Ange-
les Kings and a 1-1 tie in their
best-of-three first-round series
It took 7:33 for Boldirev to
make the Black Hawks a 4-3
winner and send them back to
Boston for tonight's deciding
third game. The Rangers
scored early and often on the
way to a brawl-strewn 8-3
triumph and tonight's best-of-
one matchup with the Islanders
at Madison Square Garden
Sophomore Terry Jones of In-
diana completed 83 of 145
passes in Big Ten football
games last season and had only
four intercepted




LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
—"Service Built OW Business" -
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Darnell Marine has boats and motors
Baia and Imperial Runabouts




from 2 to 135 Hp in stock









Bait 8 Tackle Shop
Here's Everything
You Need
It's Tune-up Time-Get Ready for Summer!
DARNELL MARINE SAP





























































Eddie Williams Signs At Murray
Eddie Williams: Blue-Chip Recruit
Home-Court Record Of Bullets
Didn't Worry Buffalo Braves
By The Associated Press
The Washington Bullets had
the best home-court record in
the National Basketball Associ-
ation this season, winning 36
garnes -- tying a leeigue record
— and losing only five.
But the Buffalo Braves cer-
tainly aren't convinced of the
Bullets' superiority at the Capi-
tal Centre in Landover, Md.
During the regular season,
the Braves won both their
games against Washington on
the Bullets' court. And Thurs-
. day night, they again beat the
  _
Bullets at Landover, 113-102, in
_the opening game of their best-
of-seven Eastern Conference
semifinal playoff series.
In otherNBA playoff games,
the Detroit Pistons tied their
best-of-three opening round
Western Conference series
against Seattle, thrashing the
SuperSonics 122-106, and the
New York Knicks evened their
best-of-three opening round
Eastern Conference series
against Houston, beating the
Rockets 106-96.
Detroit will be at Seattle Sat-
urday night in the final game
of their series, with the winner
going on to meet Golden State
New York will be at Houston
Saturday afternoon in their na-
tionally televised final game,
with the winner to face Boston.
Pistons 122, SuperSonics 106_
Dave Bing's 24 points and 11
assists, George Trapp's 24
points and Curtis Rowe's 22
points triggered Detroit's fas-
tbreaking offense against de-
fenseless Seattle. Fred Brown
was high for Seattle with 30.
"Bad defense," said Seattle
Coach Bill Russell in explaining
his team's loss.
The Sonics had won the open-
ing game 90-77 with their best
defensive effort of the season.
That defense wasn't evident in
the second game.
Knicks 106, Rockets 96
Reserve Jim Barnett came
off the bench in the second pe-
riod and ignited a decisive 20-6
spurt that carried the Knicks to
victory and enabled them to
avenge a 99-84 opening-game
loss. Barnett had nine of his 15
points in the second-quarter
burst. Walt Frazier topped New
York with 26 points.
Rudy Tomjanovich scored 22






SALES AND SERVICE ON All BRANDS OF FARM EQUIPMENT
* NEW 4 & 6 ROW JOHN DEERE PLANTERS NOW IN STOCK
*USED 6 ROW ALLIS-CHALMERS NO- TILL
















A FULL UNE OF
FARM MACHINERY












OPEN Al-730 MONDAY UN SATURDAY
PHONE 241-6020 PHONE 753-7452 AFTER 5 PM
JUNCTION 121 & SEDALIA ROAD MAYFIELD, KY
Mayfield Cage Star Rated As One Of Most
Sought-After Players, Ovprton Delighted
Fred Overton finally has a
piece of the pie.
When the Murray State
basketball coach stuck in his
thumb, the plumb he pulled out
came in the form of 6-5 Eddie
Williams of nearby Mayfield.
Williams is the first player
Murray has announced as
having signed a national letter
of intent. Overton hopes that
with Williams in fold, several
other highly-touted prospects
will join the ranks.
"The big thing Eddie brings
to Murray is the great inside
game and the 'ability to play
both ends of the floor," ex-
plained a jubilant Overton just
after the signing.
"We only had two players last
year that were true inside men,
but now with Eddie, we have
some much needed strength."
Williams, who played last
year under Coach Bob Sparks,
was one of the most highly
sought after prep players in the
area.
But in the end, it was between
Murray and Vanderbilt as to
where the silky smooth high
school senior would go to school.
That's when Overton pulled out
his plum.
"He's a great young man with
outstanding scholarship and
he's from within our COM-
muruty," Overton continued.
'This is something we've all
been looking for.
-With Williams and the
possibility of gettinga couple of
more kids from the area, our
program has the potential of
reaching great heights."
Willirnas has had a brilliant
career at Mayfield.
Although his team was
knocked out of the Regional
Tournament in the semifinals
by eventual champ Carlisle
County, he reaped many
honors. Among them Prep-All-
America, Courier-Journal
Second Team All-State, All-
Region and All-District.
As a senior, he averaged 24.5
points and 11.8 rebounds per
game as compared to 19.5 points
and 14 7 rebounds during his
junior year. He ranks first
among all-time Mayfield
rebounders with 1,064. That
figure is 204 more than the next
closest player on the list.
And his 1,721 points places
him behind only Joe Ford as
Mayfield's all-time leading
scorer. HIS a points against
Marshall County last year
ranks him third among single
game highs.
"He's just a sound basketball
player in all parts of the game
as far as fundamentals go,"
Sparks, his high school coach,
emphasized.





The Cincinnati Reds picked
up where the Los Angeles
Dodgers left off.
The Dodgers were National
League baseball champions last
year and they're still the de-
fending champions. But the
Reds have made the first three
jumps in a checkers game that
is expected to end only when
there is one king left.
Whether he will be Los Ange-
les red or Cincinnati blue may
still be 159 games from being
determined, but the Reds three-
game sweep of the first crucial
series of the season had them
thinking about an abdication.
-We might have drained a
little morale out of them," said-
reliever Clay Carroll after he
nailed down the Reds' uphill 7-6
victory ThursdE* night. It was
the third straight one-run victo-
ry for the Reds over the Dodg-
ers.
The Dodgers won the NL
West last year by four games,
beating Cincinnati 12 out of 18
times along the way. The Reds
didn't play Thursday night like
they were impressed with that
performance, rebounding from
deficits of 5-0 end 6-5.
"This means a lot to us."
said Tony Perez, who supplied
the clutch tie-breaking double
in the eighth inning. "That's
how they beat us last year."
Elsewhere in the NL, the St.
Louis Cardinals dumped the
trMoneal Expos 7-2; the Phila-
delphia Phillies shaded the New
York Mets 3-2 in 11 innings: the
Pittsburgh Pirates beat the Chi-
cago Cubs 8-4, and the San
Francisco Giants blanked the
San Diego Padres 2-0 in 11 in-
nings.
With one out in the eighth
Los Angeles reliever Charlie
Hough, who lost opening day to
the Reds, hit Pete Rose with a
pitch. Then, just to prove it
was an accident, he did it
again, hitting the next batter
Joe Morgan.
Perez, reportedly peddled by
the Reds at baseball's winter
meetings, then proved every-
body else's loss was Cincin-
nati's gain by ripping a double
down the left-field line Morgan






























































but Carroll protected the one-
run margin and the Dodgers
had been run out of town win-
less.
The Reds had scored five
runs in the fourth to tie the
game at 5-5, but Bill Buckner's
run-scoring double in the sixth
put the Dodgers in front. In the
seventh, George Foster tied the
game again with his second
horner of the night.
Foster's first homer, a lead-
off blast, sparked Cincinnati's
five-run fourth inning. Cincin-
nati Manager Sparky Anderson
called that shot "the hardest
ball I've ever seen. It was a
rocket."
Phils 3, Meta 2, 11 innings
Physically, Tony Taylor
doesn't get into games until
late but mentally he's in there
before the first pitch.
"Every day when I come to
the ballpark I've got to prepare
myself mentally," Taylor said.
"I say to myself, ̀ I'm going to
pinch hit today and I'm going
to get a hit.' It's a full-time
job."
His last, swing was one too
many for the Meta. Taylor sent
Alan Bannister from first to
home with his 11th-inning
double that snapped a tie and
beat the Mets.
Pirates 8, Cubs 4
The Pittsburgh bats, still
warm from two extra days in
the Florida sunshine, were able
to cut through the chill in Chi-
cago. And Willie Stargell's bat
was the hottest.
Stargell, the Pirates' massive
slugger, belted four home runs
enroute to a four-hit day, as
Pittsburgh dumped Chicago.
Chicago's pitchers gave up
four home runs. Manny Sang-
uillen and Ftichie Hebner con-
tributed the other two.
Cardinals 7, Expos 2
Rookie pitcher John Denny
overcame Montreal and a case
of the jitters for his first major
league victory.
Denny, who gave up five hits,
left the game in the seventh
with a 3-2 lead. He was made
even happier an inning later
when the Cardinals fattened the
spread with four more runs.
Lou Brock slammed a bases-
loaded double to highlight the
burst and reliever Al Hrabosky
made it stand up with two flaw-
less innings
Giants 2, Padres 0, 10 innings
Bobby Murcer made his first
game in the National League
memorable with a run-scoring
double that gave pitcher Jim
Barr and the Giants their ex-
tra-inning triumph over the
Padres.
Murcer, the former New
York Yankee star, tagged eil•
Bever Rich Folkers for a
double and raced home on
Gary Matthews' double. Chris
Speier than sacrificed and Mat-
thews came home on Steve On-
tiveros' ground out.
Barr went the distance, yield-
ing eight hits. The big right-
hander struck out four and
walked one,
he'll develop into a great out-
side shooter."
Of course a question looming
in many people's minds is why
did Williams finally decide on
Murray?
"He thought he'd be more
comfortable playing close to
home," answered Sparks. "And
Coach Overton made a
tremendous impression on
According to Sparks,
Williams is among the two best
prep players he's ever coached-
the other, of course, being Joe
Ford who is now a starter at
Vanderbilt: Most area fans
should also recall that Arby
Arnold and Warren Fiser also
played for the Cardinals.
"Ford and Williams are two
completely different type
players," Sparks added.
"Ford could do some things
better and Eddie,could do
others better. Eddie is certainly
one of the best to ever come out
of Mayfield."
-Williams is an excellent
leaper with exceptional
quickness and as a high school
player, gained experience
playing with his back to the
basket or facing it. That's one
of the reasons Overton thinks he
is so valuable.
"He will fit right in here,"
said the flamboyant Racer
coach.
"He has the personality,
character and ability to help
make us a winner. We need
people like this."
Overton doesn't hesitate to
say that Eddie Williams is one
of the better players he's signed
since entering the coaching and
recruiting business.
And he should know what he's
talking about. Afterall, he inked
the likes of Bird Averitt, now
with the Kentucky Colonels,
when he was at Pepperdine:
Howard Wright at Austin Peay,
and Mike Coleman and present






















1973 Cadillac Sedan DeVille, full power and air, one
owner.
1973 Oldsmobile 98, all power and air, new car trade in
1972 Oldsmobile *luxury Sedan, all nowt and air, new
car trade it.
1973 Chevrolet Impala Custom Coupe, all t kni& and air,
tape, new car trade in.
1973 Pontiac Firebird Formula, all power and air, 13,000
miles.
1971 Chevrolet Vega, automatic
1965 Ford, good fishing car.
Clean Used Cars Needed
CADILLAC Tol
PURDOM
Olds - Pontiac - Gala
Satisfied Customers Are our
Main Concern"














1114• 111111vg•Tickets on sale at:Peoples BankBonk of Murray
Dennison-Hunt
Montgomery Ward
Students & Children - $3.00
General Admission Adults $4.00
Reserved Seats - $5.00
Sponsored by Murray Calloway County Jaycees
Proceeds going to scholarships and charitable causes.
IA PERS0111
;.10,11~.• -•••• 
M. S. U. Fieldhouse
April 15, 1975
7:30 p. m.
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Leaders Predict Reiection Of Aid Request
; WASHING'rON ( AP) - Con-
gressional leaders predict re-
jection of President Ford's
more than doubled request for
8722 million in military aid for
South Vietnam but indicate
likely approval of limited au-
thority for U.S. troops to evac-
uate endangered Americans
and Vietnamese.
) Even before Ford spoke to an
: unusually grim and silent joint
!session of Congress and to the
;nation Thersday night, key law-
makers were saying there was
I virtually no chance that addi-
tional arms would be voted for
South Vietnam.
"The Congress will never
vote for military aid," declared
House Democratic Leader
Thomas P. O'Neill Jr. of Mas-
sachusetts.
"Further military assistance
wouldonly prolong or merely
postpone an ultimate Commu-
nist victory," said Sen. John L.
McClellan, D-Ark., chairman of
the Appropriations Committee
and until recently a strong sup-
porter of U.S. involvement in
Vietnam.
Ford coupled his request for
the additional military aid,
more than double the $300 mil-
lion for arms and ammunition
he has been unsuccessfully
seeking for South Vietnam
since January, with an appeal
for a $250 million initial in-
stallment for food, medical sup-
plies and other humanitarian
aid for the hundreds of thou-
sands of Vietnamese refugees.
In contrast, he made no re-
newal of his $222 million aid re-
quest for neighboring Cam-
bodia, declaring it may be too
Late" already to prevent the
fall of that embattled country
to Communist insurgents.
MSU-TV (Channel 11) Program Schedule
for April 14 - 18
Monday Tuesday
TIME April 14 April 15
U.S. Dept. of U.S. Dept.






5:00 Focus Focus Focus 
WASHINGTON Across Travel
6:00 DEBATES the Fence Log
FOR THE Travel Travel
6:30 70's Ldg Ldg 





















































1. Clell Peterson, MSU Ornithologist
2. MSU Artist
3. Speech as a major means of communication
4. Jerry Alleyne, candidate for superintendent of
Public Instruction
1. Representatives of College
2. Book Review
3. A children's play
1. History in Perspective
2. Bill Pinkston, MSU Economist
3. Pre-marriage & Marriage Seminar
1. MSU Political Scientist
2. Bert Ball discusses "ZOLA"
of Industry & TlOhnology
1. Margaret Trevathan with Library Corner
2. Keith Heim - Geneology as a hobby
3. The Rev. C.E. Thimberlake
He called on Congress to act
by the end of next week US clar-
ify restrictions on the use of
U.S. troops in Indochina so the
troops can be used to protect
American lives "by ensuring
their evacuation, should this be-
come necessary," and to help
pull out up to 200,000 friendly
yietnarnese.
"I hope that this authority
will never be used, but if it is
needed there will be no time
for congressional debate," Ford
said.
When he reached the portion
of his "State of iiis-World"
speech in which be appealed
for the extra Vietnam aid
-without delay," there was an
eerie silence through the vast
House chamber, dotted with an
unusually large number of
empty seats.
"The sums I had requested
before the major North Viet-
namese offensive and the sud-
den South Vietnamese retreat
are obviously inadequate,"
Ford said. "Half-hearted action
wOuklims worse than, none. We
must lid together and decisve-
ly."
Several longtime war foes,
such as Rep. Bella S. Abzug,
N.Y., shook their heads in dis-
approval. Freshman Reps. An-
thony Moffett,D-Conn., and
George Miller, fl-Calif., walked
out.
In all, the President was ap-
plauctd only 12 times through
the hour-long speech, most of it
from Republicans. Half of the
bursts came near the end when
he appealed for a continued
strong defense and warned




agreement that Ford should
have authority to use U.S.
troops to evacuate the 6,000 re-
maining Americans in South
Vietnam. Some members of
Congress said they thought the
"DEAR LINL/5...I'M 50Kfk
COULDN'T HAVE BEEN WITH l.)5
lbCF1...9400FY AND I HAD A
NICE PICNIC DOWN 81 THE OW
BARN...LOVE, TRUFFLE5"
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WE'LL MAKE HEAVENLY




























President had that already.
There was less certainty,
however, about the possible use
of the troops to evacuate what
Ford referred to as "those Viet-
namese to whom we have a
special obligation and whose
lives may be endangered
should the worst come to
pass."
Assistant &elate Democratic
Leader Robert C. Byrd of West
Virginia said he feared using
U.S. troops to evacuate large
numbers of Vietnamese
because it "would be getting us
into a very, very dangerous
situation because they could be
used all over South Vietnam and
the next thing we knew we'd be
right back in that war."
Sen. Frank Church, fl-Idaho,
and Rep. John Brademas, 0-
Id., stressed the need to limit
whatever authority is given to
insure it is not misused at some
future date for actions beyond
those intended.
The White House had in-
dicated in recent days that
Ford would take a conciliatory
tone towards the heavily Demo-
cratic Congress. The speech
was filled with vows to "start
afresh" and work with lawmak-
ers "in the spirit of candor and
consultation."
However, Ford firmly main-
tained his earlier stance that
more U.S. military aid for
South Vietnam was a necessity.
That led Sen. Mark 0. Hatfield,
R-Ore., a long-time war critic,
to say, "I'm appalled that a
than could continue on such a
bankrupt policy."
Ford shied away from pre-
dicting that the-aid could turn
the tide in Vietnam, confining
himself to the statement that
"a stabilization of the military
situation offers the best oppor-
tunity for a political solution"
and warning of the possible im-
pact on other U.S. allies of a
refusal to grant aid.
Generally, most support for
Ford came from his fellow Re-
publicans.
Vice President Nelson A.
Rockefeller termed the address
"a great speech, forcefully de-
livered and with deep con-
viction," while Senate GOP
Leader Hugh Scott said Ford
gave a "courageous" speech in
which he "told the American
people the truth, the unpleasant
truth."
Though Ford's speech was in-
tended as a worldwide foreign
policy review, it omitted men-
tion of a number of trouble
spots, including Portugal, scene
of rising Communist strength,
and Cuba.
Besides the Vietnam aid,
Ford asked for:
-Repeal of the provision bar-
ring U.S. military aid to Tur-
tay, passed last year because
-4Turkey's invasion of Cyprus.
-Passage of legislation to
permit him to waive restric-
tions in last year's trade act,
such as the refusal to grant
trade benefits to countries such
as Ecuador, Venezuela, Nigeria
and Indonesia which refused to
join Arab nations in the 1973 oil
embargo against the United
States.
-Legislation to undo the
trade law provision barring
trade benefits for the Soviet
Union because of its emigration
policies, a provision Ford said
has harmed U.S-Soviet rela-
tions and given Western Europe
and Japan business that could










BSU Choir in Washington - The Baptist Student Union Choir of Murray State University
recently performed on the steps of the United States Capitol in Washington. The choir, which
was on tour during MSU's spring vacation in March, sang several selections and was escorted to
the steps by U.,$. Congressman Carroll Hubbard.
Ford Says He Cancelled Chairlift
After Learning Of Act Violation
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Former Gov. Wendell Ford has
testified he canceled the pro-
posed chairlift at Cumberland
Falls a week after he first
learned it might violate the
state Wild Rivers Act.
A deposition by Ford to that
effect was filed Thursday in
Franklin Circuit Court. It was
filed by C. Kilmer Combs, at-
torney for Edward Music, as
part of Music's $1.7 million suit
to recover expenses and lost
profits as a result of Ford's
canceling his contract to build
the chairlift.
Ford said he was not told un-
til around May 23 or 24, 1974,
that the chairlift might violate
the Wild Rivers Act. He said he
had that possibility checked out
and canceled the contract May
28 after being told it would vio-
late the law.
Ford acknowledged making
no effort to see if the chairlift
could be built without violating
the wild rivers law. He said the
proposed site was within 250
feet of the middle of the river
and the Wild Rivers Act prohib-
its construction of any man-
made device within 2,500 feet,
or within sight, of a river so
protected.
Ford said he felt both the
state and Music had made a
mistake in not knowing the
Wild Rivers Act prohibited the
project.
"One who is entering into a
contract ought to be sure the
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some of the responsibility
should well have been on the
other side - to check out that
he was getting a contract that
would not be in violation of any
statutes," he said.
Ford and Music settled the
case by agreeing, shortly be-
fore Ford resigned as governor
to become a U.S. senator in De-
cember, to have the state pay
Music $127,000 for his expenses.
But Gov. Julian Carroll stopped
that settlement upon taking
over as governor and the initial
case has wound up back in
court.
Circuit Judge Henry Meigs
already has heard arguments
and received briefs on the case
and presumably now will rule
on the matter.
Former Parks Commissioner
Ewart Johnson, who did the
preliminary work on the proj-
ect and contract, said in anoth-
er deposition filed Thursday he
had never been told the Wild
Rivers Act covered the Cum-
berland Falls area.
Johnson said the first he
knew the area might be cov-
ered was when Ford asked him
to see if it would. That was in
late May, he said, when he met
Ford at the Mountain Laurel
Festival in Pineville.
Johnson's deposition said he
first discussed the proposed
chairlift at Cumberland Falls
early in his administration as
parks commissioner, in early
1972.
Ford said in his deposition
the first he knew of the project
was when he received a copy of
the Faris report and asked
Johnson, in a letter dated Dec.







305 N. Alth St.
Morrow. Kr. 753-5662
Sure, you depend on him a great deal now.
And in just a few years you'll regard him as a
full business associate.
With his new responsibilities will come new
ideas on how your operation can move
ahead. For assistance in financing this vital
growth, look to Production Credit.
Helping assure the future
of a farm family through
sound credit services is our
business.
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pened to the American Dream?
-430 MONKEY_ BAAS: A
happy, bouncy musical group
of kids who meet with some
not-so-happy kids in a musical
comedy format.




KIT:"The Big Fix A Look At
Home Repair": House need a
few patches? Before you hire a
contractor, join Host Lary Lew-




Clark discusses the life of Eu-
gene Delacroix, considered the
greatest of the French Roman-
tic painters. A brilliant aristo-
crat with a ferocious temper-
ament, Delacroix was the
arch-rival of classicist Ingres.
7:30 EVENING AT SYM-
PHONY
8:30 MASTERPIECE THE-
ATRE : "The Nine Tailors.
Episode One:" The fourth
adaptation of Dorothy L.
Sayers mystery classics on
public television. Lord Peter
Wimsey attends a wedding
and valuable emeralds are
stolen. The Great War inter-
venes; 18 years later Wimsey




"Japan: Toward Asian Lead-










6:30 DIMENSIONS IN CUL-
TURES:"Magic-
7:00 KY. GED SERIES:
"Grammar VI Modifiers
Covers the purpose of mod-
ifiers, examples of adjectives
and adverbs, degrees of com-
parison, irregular compari-








9:00 PUBLIC HEARINGS ON
WOMEN'S RIGHTS
11:00 CAPTIONED ABC EVE-
NING NEWS
TUESDAY, APRIL 15








6:30 DIMENSIONS IN CUL-
TURES





8:00 VICTORY AT SEA:
"Design for War": The tense
days after September, 1939,
when Nazi U-Boats dominated
the Atlantic and attacked Al-
lied shipping. Much of this





Mother- Paradox or Possibili-
ty": First of three programs
about changing attitudes to-
ward motherhood. Guests
are Angela Barron McBride,
author of "The Growth and
Development of Mothers,"
and Shirley L. Radl, author
of "Mother's Day Is Over".
10:00 1NTERFACE:"Miami "
Interface focuses on the
growing power of Cuban ref-




Jean March introduces five films
from around the globe "Life in
a Tin Can"(ttaly)' "The Reclin-
ing Act" (Yugoslavia), "Flower"
(Japan), "Historia Natura" (Czect
slovak la, and "The Box"(U.S.A.)
11:00 CAPTIONED ABC EVE-
NING NEWS
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 16







6:30 DIMENSIONS IN CUL-
TURES: "Art"
7:00 KY, GED SERIES:
'Grammar VII Capitalization and
Punctuation 7 Covers uses of cap
tal letters, end marks, and commas





8:30 BEHIND THE LINES
9:00 THEATER IN AMER-
ICA: 'Year of the Dragon-
Frank Chin's tender portrait of a
Chinatown family torn by the con
tending forces of tradition and as-
simtlaticul was adapted for televi-
suatif rom a production by the Am
erican Place Theater in New York
The televised version features es-
sentially the same cast including
Conrad Yama and Pat Suzuki.
George Takei is also featured.
11:00 CAPTIONED ABC EVE-
NING NEWS
THURSDAY, APRIL 17







6:30 DIMENSIONS IN CUL-
TURES -
7:00 KY. GED SERIES
7:30 HUMAN RELATIONS
AND SCHOOL DISCIPLINE





11:00 CAPTIONED ABC EVE-
NING NEWS
FRIDAY, APRIL 18
3:00 p.m. ROMANTIC RE-
BELLION







6:30 BOOK BEAT: "Hers".
Best known for "The Savage
God," English writer and critic
A.Alvarez joins Bob Cromie to
discuss his first novel, "Hers".
7:00 KY, GED SERIES:
"Grammar VI. Modifiers"



















8-10 - Morning Air (M-F)
10:30 - Education Speaks
12:30-Grammy Treasure Chest





9:00- Composer's Forum: Barry
Vercoe
April 12, SATURDAY
8-9:30 - Weekend Sounds
930 -- Focus on Health
10-1 - World of Music (classical)
1:00 - Metropolitan Opera live
from New York: "I Vespri
Siciliani" (Verdi)
5J-30 -- Men and Molecules
6:00 Sensing the News
-4n0 - Ky. Farm Bureau
April 13, SUNDAY
8:00 Changed Lives
8:30 - Clear Creek Country
8- 45 - God's News Behind the
News
9 1 - Weekend Allegro (super
classical)
1:00 - Special Broadcast of
Metropolitan Opera Auditions
(held annually) live from New
York
6:04-Options: "The Paris Peace
Accord, Two Years Later"
April 14, MONDAY
10:00 - Roger Carroll
10:30 - Overseas Mission
11-Noon - Masterworks Hour
(classical M Fl
1-3 - Midday Classics (classical
PA-F.)
4 -00 - All Things ConSidered
(every day of week)
6.00 - Options - Life and Music of
Cole Porter














10:00-Music and the Spoken
Word





5:45 - WKMS-FM Evening News
(M-Fl
-6:00 - Firing Line with William
F. Buckley
815 - President's Honor Con-
cert, conducted by Paul




10:30 - Jazz Revisited
12:30 -- Powerline
3:00 - Children's Story Hour




8 15 - Live broadcast of
presentation of Opera
Workshop directed by Henry
Bannon
9 -00 a. m. - Weekly National
Town Meeting "What's All
The Nostalgia About" Clair
Boothe Luce
April 17, THURSDAY
10:00 - I'm Sorry I'll Read That
Again
10:30 - Lawrence Welk
10:45 - United Nations Per
spective
4a00 Earpiny '75 Radio
Theatre: "Operation Vega"
(Friedrich Durrenmatt)
7.00 - Conversation with MSU
President Constantine Curris
9:00 - Washington Debates for
the '70's.
* April 18, FRIDAY
8:00 - Morning Air
10:30 - Education Spe-aks
12:30-Grartway Treasure Chest
- Opt tons: Chang frig at-
t t' y.(1 e s
hornosilttiOftv •
7:00 - From the Record Library
(MW F)





7:00 - Channel 6 - "John
O'Hara's Gibbsville", the
author's somewhat
biographical account of life
in a small Pennsylvania
town. Runs 90 min.
7:00 - Channel 29 -
"Tarzan Finds a Son".
Johnny Weissmuller and
Maureen O'Sullivan star in
this adventure. Runs 90
min.
8:00 - Channel 3 - "Sweet
November", a drama of the
relationship of a bohemian
New York resident and a
very proper Englishman.
Runs 2 hrs. 15 min.
8:30-Channel 6 - "Strike
Force", the drama of a
New York City detective,
filmed in Manhattan. Runs
90 min.
8:30 - Channel 29 -
"Pyro". Barry Sullivan and
Martha Hyer star in this
drama of an engineer
working Spain and his
involvement with a
pyromaniac, Runs 90 min.
10:30 - Channel 6 - "The
Pink Jungle", an adventure




7:30 - Channel 3 - "The
Big Bounce", a drama of
the lives of young swingers
in California. Stars Ryan
O'Neal. Runs 2 hrs. --
10:15 - Channel 3 - "Ask
Any Girl", a comedy which
answers the question, can a
small town girl find a




10:30 - Channel 1-2- "A
Night to Remember", a.
drama which recreates the
sinking of the Titanic. Runs
2 hrs. 25 min.
11:05 - Channel 29 -
"Death Is A Woman", a
crime drama set in Malta.
TUESDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
7:00 - Channel 3 - "The
Swiss Family Robinson". a
recent tv-movie based on
the well-known story of a
ship-wrecked family. Runs
2 hrs.
7:30 - Channel 6 - "The
Virginia Hill Story", a
drama of the life of the moll
of gangster Bugsy Siegel
Stars Dyan Cannon. Runs
90 min.
10:30-Channel 12- "The
Five Man Army", an action
story set in Mexico in 1914
Runs 2 hrs.
11:05 - Channel 29
-"Torpedo Bay" T
drama is the story of the
efforts of a submarine to
run a British blockade at
Gibraltar in 1941. Runs 1 hr
WEDNESDAY NIGHT
7:30 - Channel 3 - "The
Bait", a crime drama of the
undercover work of a police
woman. Runs 90 min.
10:30 - Channel 12 -
"Sitting Target", a crime
drama starring Oliver
Reed, Jill St. John. Runs 1
hr. 55 min,






8:00 - Channel 12 -
"Bronk", a crime drama,
and pilot for a possible
series. Stars Jack Palance
Runs 90 min.
10:30 - Channel 12
"Fade In", the love affair
between a cowboy and a
film editor. Filmed in
Moab, Utah. Runs 1 hr 50
min.
11:05 - Channel 29 - "The
Bonnie Parker Story". a
crime drama of the
Thirties.
FRIDAY NIGHT
10:30 -Channel 12- "The
Mummy", a thriller of the
at_ an jild
Egyptian curse. Runsi ht.
45 min.
12:00 - Channel 3 -
"Blackbeard the Pirate".
TV GUIDE SATURDAY EVENING, APRIL 12, 1975 SCHEDULE
. WPSD-6 KFVS-12 WSIL-3 WDXR-29 WNGE-2 WLAC-5)
WSM-4
6:45 Weather 6:00 Sunrise 7.00 Yogi 9:00 Debates 6:30 Gosp. Hr. 6 30 Sunrise 6.00 Agricul.
700 Addams 6.30 News 7.25 Schoolhouse 10:00 Pufnstuff 7:00 Yogi 7:00 Martian 6.30 Farm Dig
7.30 Chopper 7:00 Martian 1,30 Bugs Bunny 1030 Lidsville 7:30 Bugs Bueny 7:30 Sneed Buggy 700 Addams
8 00 Emergency 7:33 Speed Buggy 8:00 Hong Kong 11:00 Mission
'
8:00 Kong Phooey 8:00 Marmi•-;
Pebbles
7:30 Willy






















10.30 Star Trek 10:00 Dinosaurs 10.55 Schoolhouse 4:00 Rifleman 11:00 Soul Train 10:30 Hudson 10.00 P Panther
11.00 Jetsons 10:30 Nucleons 11:00 These Days 4:30 Lone Ranger 12:00 Am. Band. 11:00 Globetrotters 10:30 Star Trek
11 30 GO) 11:00 Globetrotters 11.30 Bandstand 5:00 H. Thomp. 1:00 Sports 11:30 Fat Albert 11 -00 Jetsons
12.00 RFD-TV 11:30 Fat Albert 12:30 Matinee ... 5:30 J. Dean 2:30 Pro Bowlers 12:00 Comm. Cent. 11:30 GO)
-Mayberry12 30 Atop Fence 12:00 Senate 2 00 Wally 6:00 Wrestling 4:00 SP0fIf 1210 Playoff 12:00
1 00 Baseball 12:30 Basketball 2:30 pro Bowlers 7:00 Terzen 5:30 Reasoner 3:313 Masters Golf 100 Sports
4 00 V. yverd 3:30 Golf 4:00 World Sports „.8 - 30 Avenclars 6:00 T. Armstrong 5:00 Inners:ince 4.00 Wi burn
4. 30 Wilburn 5:00 News 5:30 H. Reasoner V: °° Weather 6:30 Am. Life 5:30 News 4:33 Pop Goes
5 00 Felony Sri, 5:30 News 6:00 L. Welk 1E313 Movie
Rock Conc.
7:00 Kung Fu 16-00 Has Hew 5 00 P. Wagoner
5:30 News 6:00 Hee Hew 7:00 Kung Fu 11:00
Touch
8:00 Theatre 7.00 All F Amity 5.30 Nash. Music
600 News Beat 7:00 All Family 8:00 Movie 12:30 
Evil 10:15 J. Dean 17.30 Jefferson* 6-00 Scene/Six
6_30 Accent 7:30 Jeffersons 10- 15 News 10:45 Wrestling I 8:00 M.T. Moore 6308 Goldsboro









10:00 News 10. 30 Ironed* 10:55 Theatre
10:30 Virginian 11 30 Theatre
12:00 With Ring _ 1:00 Late Show
12:15 News
N GUIDE SUNDAY EVENING, APRIL 13, 1975 SCHEDULE
WPSD-6 KFVS-12
7:00 Answer 600 C. Closeup
7:30 Gosp. Sine. 6.30 News
8'30-13evdtitin 7:00 Dimension
-9!113-C. Hartliccnt-7!30 Herald •
9-30 Herald










9 33 C. Camera























WDXR-29 WNGE-2 WLAC-5 WSM-4
7: 00 StorV 8:00 Gospel Mus.
7:30 Discovery , 8:30 Young/Heart
-8:00 J. Robisstr------t-9:00 God Is Real
-4300. Roberta-- t--9"30 Faith-
9:00 Goa,. Hr. 10:00 Tar zan
10.00 Goober 11:00 Baptist
10:30 Make Wish 12:00J. Dean
11 00 Korg 12:30 Unt. World
11.30 Am. Outdoors 1:00 Miracles
12:00 Directions 1:30 Sis, Lucy
12-30 Issues 2:00 Cinema
1:00 Matinee 4:00 12 High
2:30 Sportsman 5:00 S. Phillips
' 3: 151-I, Coven 5:90 Pol. Surgeon
3:30 World Sports 6:00 Little Raw.
Sportsman* 6:30-Evil Touch
. 5,30 Lassie 7:00 Lost/Space
' 6:013 Wild King, 8:00 Star Trek
6:30 6 Mil. S Man 9:00 Weather
7:30 Movie 9:05 PTL Club









10:30 Bap. Ch. •




















. 7 20 Farm
7 30 Gosp. Hr.




10 30 It's Written






6:306 Mil. $ Man 5:0060 Minutes 5 00 Retrospec.
7:30 Movie 6:00 News 5 30 News
9:30 C. Camera , 6:30 Cher 6 00 News
10:00 Miss. Imp. --11-7'30Kolak 630 Football
11:00 Gasp Guitar 8 30 Minnie . 7 00 Sky Writers
11:30 Issues 9 30 What's Line - 730 Mannix ,-- -
12:00 News 10 00 News 8 30 60 Min.
10 30 Movie - r--
DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY Daytime Schedule Does Not Change
WPSD-6 KFVS-12 WSIL-3 WDXR-29 WNGE-2 WLAC-5 WSM-4
6 55 Pastor Spks.
7.00 Today










1 00 Days of Lives
1 30 Doctors










6:00 Sunrise 7:00 A.M. America
6:30 Break. Snow 9:00J, LaLanne
7:00 News 9:30 Zoo Revue
8:00 Capt. Kong. 10.00 R. Farrell
9:00 Joker's Wild 10:30 Brady
9:30 Gambit Password
10:00 Now You Sae -11:30 Split Sec.
1030 Love of Life 12:00 All Child.
10:55 News 12:30 Make Deal
11:00 Young Res, 1:00 Pyramk-.1
1130 Search Tom. 1:30 Showdown
12:00 News 2:00 Gen. Hosp.
12:30 World Tams 2:30 One Life
1:00 Guiding LI.* 3:00 Maze
1:33 Edge Night 3:30 Theatre
2:00 Price Is Right 4:30 Soul Train














































9:30 Gembk - --
10:00 Now Bus It
10:30 Love Life
' 1100 Restless



































5 00 Family At/
5 30 News
' 6 00 News
TV GUIDE MONDAY EVENING, APRIL 14, 1975 SCHEDULE 
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. TV GUIDE TUESDAY EVENING, APRIL 15, 1975 SCHEDULE







































8:00 Hawaii 5-0 .,










, TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY EVENING, APRIL 16, 1975 SCHEDULE
WPSD-6 KFVS-1 2 f WS11-3 WDXR-29-
.
WNGE-2 WLAC-5, WS1144












10 30 Movie -
12:30 News
i




































TV GUIDE THURSDAY EVENING, APRIL 17, 1975 SCHEDULE 
---77.:00-
WPSD-1,,. KFVS-12 WSIL-3 WDXR-29 WNGE-2 MAC-5 WSM-4....---..........................,
630P Wagoner
7.00 Sunshine
7 30 Bob Crane





6:30 Wild Anim. 5- 30C. Pete
7:00 Watson: 6 00 Cisco Kid
8:00 Movie 6 30 News
9:30 Stet 7 00 B Miller
1000 12 Reports 7 30 Karen
10:30 Movie 8:00 Sts. San Fran.
1230 News ' 9.00 Harry 0
' 10 00 News








8 00 Sts. San. Fran.














TV GUIDE FRIDAY EVENING, APRIL 18, 1975 SCHEDULE
wPsn-r,
1....•••••••••••••••,,.. 
K WSIL-3 WDXR-29 WNGE-2 WLAC-5 WSM-4
6 30 Hot. Squares
7_00 Sanford





630 Trees Hunt 5 30C Pete
7:00 Comedy 6 00 3 Stooges
7:10 Well Get By 6 30 News
4:00 Basketball 7 00 Night Stalk.
18:00 12 Rifficffp. 8:00J. Andrews
$ 30 ••• "9 00 C. Lo4e--40









6 30 Hol Squares
7 00 N ght Stalk.
8 00 Julie
9 00 Christie Love
6 30 Tell Truth
7 00 Comedy
730 Well Get By
8 00 Playoff
la 0° g .°1330 ti4r0"4„Kie
114."ragir,T. Mr11764f.p
7 00 Sanford
7 30 Chico 
cip Rockford
• 9 00 Pol. Woman
1.0,00 Scene/Ten
10 30 Tonv •41 1;1;o sc
a- '' • ---








bids for construction of an
office building for the
Board of Education until
7:30 p.m., May 5, 1975 at
the office of the Board of
Education, 401 North 16th
Street, Murray, Ken-
tucky, at which time all
bids shall be publicly
opened and read aloud.
The project consists of
3,000 square feet, slab on
grade, residential type
frame construction with




are on file at the office of
Gresham and Kerr, John
Keeling Associates, 126
South-2nd Street; - R.
Box 1251, Paducah,
Kentucky. Copies may be
obtained by. _depositing
$10.06'%i-ifEthe Architects
for each set so obtained. A
full refund will be made
when the documents are
returned in good condition
to the Architects with in
10 days after bid opening.
Documents are available
on April 14, 1974 and are





A satisfactory bid bond
executed by the bidder
and acceptable surety in
an amount equal to 5 per
cent of the bid shall be
submitted with each
proposal. The successful
bidder will be required to
furnish and pay for
satisfactory performance
and payment bonds.
Attention is called to the
fact that not less than
minimum salaries and
wages as set forth in the
specifications must be
paid on this project.
The Calloway County
Board of Education
reserves the right to
reject any or all bids or to
waive informalities in the
bidding. No bid shall be
withdrawn for a period of
45 days subsequent to the
opening of bids without








4 homeowners in the
general area will be
given the opportunity to
have new vinyl coated
Steel House Siding ap-
plied to their home with
optional decorative





the United States who
are fed up with constant
painting and other
maintenance ro5t57--It-
will last you a lifetime
and provides full in-
sulation summer and
winter, as well as fire
protection. Our new
product can be used
over every type, of
home, inclucling fraMe,
concrete block,
asbestos, stucco, etc. It
comes in a choice of
colors and is now going
to be introduced to the
Calloway County area.
Your home can be a
showplace in the county
and will will make it
worth your while if we
can use your home for
advertising. For an ap-
pointment, mail within 3


































any debts other than my
own, as of April 10, 1975.











Start last week in May.
Approximately thee
month position. Seven
days a week. Complete
resume to P. 0. Box 32-Q,
Murray, Kentucky.












14 Want To Bing
:LAE* 'Manta --WANT TO.Bur. Youthbed.
Call 753-0534 anytime.Eery Win Work from year
Imare. Eses et high as $150.00
Weekly, for inforsiorirm semi
stomped sfilf-oildresseirill--
robot to Warroorsoo Estorpriso
210 SIN Are. boo 1102 AA
Nero York, N.Y. 10010
DEPENDABLE HELP








repair work. 5i7 days a
week, paid vacation, 5
holidays with pay. $7,000
a year for the right per-
son. No phone calls
please._
PART TIME office help.
Typing and shorthand
required. Apply to Box






Cook must be able to cool
vegetables end maks pits.
No Phone Calls Please.












silver, or copper. Buy or
sell. Free appraisals.
Paul F. Faivre, 753-9232.
15. Articles For Sale
CROCHETED RIPPLE
Afgan. Brown, orange,







A GOOD buy...give it a try.
'Blue Lustre, America's
favorite carpet shampoo.
Big K, Belaire Shopping
Center.
16. Home Furnishings
OLD ROLL top desk.
Excellent condition.
Chair included. 7674454.
36" G.E. electric stove, $45.
Call 753-9755.
_ ..DUNCAN PHYFE style
 t_ dining room set. Table,china cabinet, six chairs,






100B Sixth St 753-5031
Open 10:00-5:30
Free Gifts with a
$1.00 or more pur-
chase
From high potency candy
bars to 150 tablets of
Vitamin C-250 mg






located on Highway 121
between Murray and
Mayfield will hold a
multiple event trap shoot
beginning at 1 p.m.,
Saturday, April 12. This is
an open shoot and all




The Willi) Wagon. ait is














parts counter man. At
least five years ex-
perience. Salary open.
Send complete resume
with full references to









FOR A REALLY good
sales position, call 901- Dr TILT trailer with two
642-2479. axles. Call 753-7370.
$250 or best offer. See at
802 North 20th after 5 p.m.
ANTIQUE- LAMP, two
coffee tables, one end
table, excellent condition.
753-7802. If no answer, 753-
3293.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
THE SALE is over at Kirby
Vacuums. But you din •
still have your old Kirby
rebuilt for $26. Trade-ins
on new ICirbys are worth
up to $80. Come in and see




SINGER TOUCH & Sew, in
beautiful walnut con-
sole-in like new con-
dition. Auto-reel bobbin,
Fully guaranteed. Pay
balance $88.90 or E-Z






12, PTO, three point hitch,
grader blade and bucket.
11400. 436-5414.
1951 FORD red belly
tractor with plow and
disc. Tractor and
equipment in fine con-
dition. 753-4342 or 753-
1930.
MASSEY FERGUSON
tractor 35, good tires,
good condition. Nine pigs,
40-45 lbs. 171/2' camper
trailer, sleeps six, ex-







grader box, grader blade,
pulverizer. 753-7370.
ONE ROW Avery tractor
with Culthrator and disc.
6500. Call 753-3953:
1974 GARDEN TRACTOR,
front and rear blade, with
three point hitch Disc
and plow. 16 H.P Sears.
436-5840.
TWO ROW John Deere
corn drill. Case rubber
tire wagon. Good tractor
seed sower. Like new
Ford gandy fertilizer
„spreader. All in good
staape. 435-4362.
TREATED FENCE posts.
Also treated barn poles
and lumber. 5 x 5s and
long lengths. Poplar Bluff
Treating Co., Highway 60
West, 314-998-2555 or 314-
785-0700.
UTILITY TRAILER,
double axle, 20' long, 5'
wide, with 4' high side
boa. $550. 489-2216 or
753-8281 after 6 p.m.
Attention Farmers
We have your Stuns Hybird field corn seed
with a 94% germination.
It is a leading Kentucky hybird. We ask that




1966 26' Century hardtop
boat. Loaded $4500. or
will trade for trailable
fiberglass with I-0. 436-
2495.
MIN-KOTA trolling motor,
three speed, foot control.
Call 7534751 after 5 p.m.
TWO - MAN- fiberglass
sailboat with trailer, good
condition. 753-9884.
35 ft. RIVER QUEEN
houseboat, steel hull, two
motors, 5 KW generator,












plifier, four 12" speakers,
200 watt. Cost $600. Will
sell for $250. Call 753-2853.
BALDWIN PIANOS and































Your attic by Sears expert -installers. Helps lower
heating - and a ir-
conditioning costs. CallLarry Lyles at Sears for
free estimate 753_2310.
24. Miscellaneous
FENCE SALE. Sears 48"
and 60" chain link fence
on sale now through April
30th. Call Larry Lyles at
753-2310 for free estimate.
FIREWOOD, $10 per rick,
delivered. 753-0271.
ANTIQUE OAK table with
four matching chairs,
refinished, ready to be set
up. Reasonable. Nice
dresses - size 12. Men's
dress pants, size 30-31.
Call 753-1611.
CLEAN RUGS, like new, so
easy to do with Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer $1. Western





SET OF mechanic tools
with roll around cabinet.
Fold down camper, sleeps
eight. Antique round
marble top table. 436-2587.
EXCELLENT TOMATO




_route, local owner. Priced
to sell. 753-5300.
WE HAVE a large stock of
electric motors and they
have to go. See B. B. Dill
or call 753-1551.
LIKE NEW truck top for
long wide bed pickup. Call
753-5590.
SPECIAL: RECORDS
$3.00. Tapes $4.00. "South
Pleasant Grove Choir"




Saw & Lock Shop, Dunns





Azalia and other shrubs
Sawmill lumber, com-








27. Mobile Home Sales




straps and canopy. Real
nice, 753-8290.
L2 x 60 TWO bedroom, two
full baths, all electric,
underpinned, set up in
Stella Trailer Court. 753-
8548.
CUSTOM BUILT, all
electric 1972 Criterion, 12
x 61. Two bedroom, storm
windows and door.
Blocks, porch, central air
unit. Will move within 50
miles. $5,800. C. B. Hayes,
Paris, Tenn. 38242. Phone
901-642-7444.
12 x 47 TWO bedroom, all
electric, central- --air-
conditioning and heang'.•
$3000 or best offer. See at
No. 31 Grogan Mobile
Homes highway 94).
29. Mobile Home Rentals
TWO NEW 1975 all electric
homes, central heating,
water and garbage pickup
furnished. Located 11/2
mile east of Murray. Will
be available third week in






ming pool. Families only.
753-3&55.
FOR ONE or two people,





from Murray. Call 753-
6636.
TWO BEDROOM small




conditioned, one mile out
of city limits on 121 South,
$75 monthly, $50 depsoit.






central heat and air. Call
437-4632 8:00-3:30 or 527-
7215 nights and weekends.
31. Want To Rent
RETIRED COUPLE needs
three bedroom modern
home in Murray. To rent
with option to buy. 753-
0057.
YOUNG COUPLE looking
for place to rent in
country, not more than 10
miles from Murray. 753-
4917.
32. Apartments For Rent
THREE ROOM un-
furnished apartment,





32. Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM apart-


















and gas heat. Furnishings
for four girls. 753-3143.
_
27. Mobile Home Sales
1972 12 x 65 Three bedroom,
ea4-pet throughout,
central. air and heat, 91




apartment, six miles east
of Murray. Garden






















student No pets. 1610
College Farm Road 753-
1600.
NICE CLEAN apartment,
$75 monthly, $25 weekly.
No pets. 753-8333 or 753-
7671.
MURRAY MANOR - All
new, all electric, un-
furnished, -one-and- two
bedroom apartments.
One Duiguid Road, just
off 641 North. 753-8668.




about 1400 lbs. Call 436-
5622.
38. Pets - Supplies
PARADISE KENNELS
Boarding and grooming,











house with den on 11/2
acres. Central heat and






house, close to university,
air-conditioned. Prefer
married couple or one
single. No children or
pets. Call 753-3920.
THREE ROOM house in
country. Call 753-5942
before 9 p.m.
HOUSE AT 407 South 11th,
two bedroom. Available
at once, $100 per month.
Call Bob Miller, 753-2920.
36. For Rent Or Lease
-FOR RENT -
Private lot on Roberts
Estate, 100 x 200 ft. $30 per
month. Hook-up for
trailer. Call 753-9143 after
2 p. m. or 753-4655.
37 Livestock - Supplies
TWENTY THOROUGH-
BRED Jersey cows, milk
cooler and 17 cans, two
unit milking machine.





Saturday, April 12, 8-3.
1305 South 1,6th Street,
across from, Fox
Meadows Miller- Court.
Pant suits, dresses, large
sizes. Boys' and girls'
clothing, assorted sizes.




Lorgest and best, one
family antique auction
have ever worked with. Ap-
proximately fifty (50)
pieces of furniture.






April 12. 106 South 12th
Street. 10 a.m.-3 p.m.
CARPORT SALE -
Saturday, April 12, 8 a.m.-
1 p.m. Clothes, furniture,




Sycamore. In case of rain-
will be following Friday
and Saturday.
43. Real Estate
TWO NICE adjoining lots
on Lake Shore Drive in
Pine Bluff Shores. $3500.
Cash or terms. Call 436-
2293 or write B. D. Young,
Hamlin, Kentucky 42046.
SPRING Si* GUIS -Oily- -
third to 17 acres. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor. Bob
Rodgers, Associate




•HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
*LEADING BRANDS OF COSMETICS
NOW OPEN
GORDON'S FISHING PONDS
94 Highway East to Palestine Church Road. Follow
signs.
Stocked with grain fed catfish. No charge for fish
you catch. Just pay $2.00 per day for adults and $1.00
for children. FREE $10.00 worth of fruit and








No Job Too Large or Too Small
FREE Estimates
Dial 753-0839 or 75 3-528 7
Carlos Black Jr.
Painting-Conteactor








































































































































sonnel at Guy Spann
Realty are waiting to talk'
to you regarding your real
estate needs. Our time is
your time. Give us a call
or drop by the office at 901
Sycamore Street, 753-
7724.,
THIS HOUSE just right for
summer living-large
brick Nitto -with-Wood
fence and gas grill, three
bedrooms, two baths,
brick veneer, central heat




bedroom, two bath, brick
veneer, at 1602 Oak Hill
Drive, central heat and
air, wall to wall car-
peting, many built-ins,
walk out basement,
landscaped yard. A real
buy.
412 Sycamore-three
bedroom, one bath, newly




1509 London Drive, five
bedroom, three baths,
brick, has electric heat




built home is on nice size
lot.
Telephone Boyd-Majors
Real Estate, 105 North
12th St. 753-8080.
ROBERTS REALTY
located on South 12th at
Sycamore has five
licensed and bonded sales
personnel to serve you
plus twenty years ex-
clusive real estate ex-
perience. Call 753-1651 or
come by our office. We
like to talk REAL
ESTATE.
WILSON INSURANCE,
Real Estate, and Auction
at 202 South 4th Street,
invites you to call 753-3263
or see Ron Talent, Loretta
Jobs, or Ronnie Pea for
real estate.
.R.
FOREST MILS 4Rm5 Vie
T.4 ,staghkas..ns
•or.• 40 I (140
4 Are Norte 1
44. Lots For Sale
ONE WATERFRONT lot
on Lake Barkley. Call 753-
3953.
LAKEFRONT LOT No. 145
located in Cambridge
Shores. Paved streets,
city water, etc. 100' water
frontage on TVA contour.
$12,500. Call 753-0057 or
395-7821.
46. Homes For Sale
BY OWNER: Brick three
bedroom, two bathv-




see at 800 North 20th--SL
BY OWNER - three
bedroom with living
room, family room, utility
room. Two acres under
grass. Outbuildings,




School District. 1,tits of
storage. $27,500. Will
consider smaller house
for down payment. 753-
2649.
BY OWNER: Three
bedroom brick on ap-
proximately 120' x 150'
lot, with lovely land-
scaping, located at 1617
Kirkwood. Has large
kitchen with built-ins,
also large living room-
dining area, bath, utility
room, and lots of storage.
Selling price $28,500. Call
for appointment. 753-8432.
REDUCED FOR quick
sale, waterfront lot. Year-
round home. Central heat
and air with drive-in
basement. 436-5332.
N. Y
46. Homes For Sale
For Sale
By Owner
New house, 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, located in city,
includes den, utility
room, full garage, car-
peted, central heat &
air, all built-ins. Listing
just ran out. Owner has




bath, living room, kit-
chen, den, utility, on 821/'
x 477' lot with Maple
trees. Large 20' x 26'
utility building attached




two bath, den, heat and
air, in Sherwood Forest.
Call collect, Paducah, 443-
2189 after 5 p. m.
BY OWNER - Three
bedroom, newly
redocrated inside 'and out,
new carpeting, on acre
lot. One car garage. Two
miles from Murray. Call
for appointment. Call 753-
4931.
THREE BEDROOM brick
on Melrose, extra nice
and neat. John Randolph




Large lot, carport and _
outside storage. 753-3293:-
NOTICE
The City of Murray extra trash pack-up service
will commence in the area south of Main Street on
Thursday, April 17, 1975. To insure your trash being
picked up, it must be on the curb Thursday mor-
April 17. 
Discarded appliances, stumps or heavy timbers
will not be picked up. Small trimmings must be bun-
dled and tied and no longer than 3 feet. Boxes or
plastic bags containing trash must be placed on
curb and must be of weight or size that one man can
handle and load. No building material will be picked
up. Trash that is not boxed, bundled or bagged, or is
not otherwise in compliance with the above
regulations, will not be picked up.
Residents of the area Aufga of Main Street will be
advised when the service will be offered there. Each
area will be served one time only. 
City of Murray
1 WhirlpoolAir Conditioner saleWe'll take last year's distributor cost sheet, add 10per cent and freight & that's the price we'll chargeyou for a whirlpool air conditioner.This price ta for pick-t• in the crate
We have air conditioners from 5,000 to 22.000 BT1
This Site Good thru April




Uncle Jeff's Shopping Center
RUSTIC THREE bedroom
brick on wooded five
acres. Has living room,
huge rock fireplace. with
exposed beams, den, two
baths, built-in kitchen,
dining room with glass
doors opening onto large
wood deck, utility with
cabinets, double garage
with workshop, central
heat and air. Privacy at
its best. $37,000. Call 527-
1450.
BY OWNER: new three
bedroom house with
double garage, two baths,
living-dining com-
bination, large den with
-fireplace. Call 753-3903.
BY OWNER: Brick 1/2





bedrooms, 1/2 bath, sun
porch, basement and
garage. Call 753-9545.
$1000.!! YES that is all it
takes to move you into
this excellent five room,
fully carpeted, vinyl
siding, extra well in-
sulated home with
basement at New Con-
cord. Owner will carry
financing with low
monthly payments.








fireplace, this home has
already been VA ap-
praised and is well worth
the price. Call us now for
viewing. Moffitt Realty,
206 South lith St. 753-3597.
MODERN TWO bedroom
home, One acre, on 121
West of Stella. For sale or
trade. 489-7246.
NICE TWO bedroom house
at 1416 Vine, ideal for
young couple or elderly
couple. 753-9761
REVIVAL SERVICES APRIL 14-20
7:00 p.m. each evening
Services held at Murray Church of the Nazarine
Plainview and Doran Rood -
Special Singing Each Service
Heil. Henderson Goins Jr. Evangelist
Former pastor of the Locust Grove Church of the Nazarine at Kirltsey, Ky
Rev. Joseph.P.mcCaffy, Pastor










"FIRS1'11-lEY ASKE 'WHERE HAVE YOU
BEEN ALL PA'-e?' Now 'THEY ASK IF
AN`i JUICY MAIL LATELY."
46. Homes For Sale










HONDA 100 trail bike,
rebuilt engine. Also
trailer. $325. Call 753-2853.
1973 HONDA 750. 3800
miles. Like new. $1400.
753-9819 after 4 p.m.
1972 YAMAHA 250. Call
753-0440.
1974 YAMAHA MX Trail
Bike, excellent condition.
Call 753-0530.
1973 SUZUKI TS 185, street
and trail, excellent
condition. 3,000 miles.
$475. Call Tom at 753-9958.
1973 HONDA 750-four, call
435-4498.
1974 YAMAHA 250 MX, like
new. Call 437-4786 after 5
p.m.
-1113 HONDA CB 450, used
only one year. 2600 miles.
Excellent condition.
$1050. 753-9677.
CT 70. Call 753-3730.
1972 HONDA 350. 4952









FOUR NEW Cragar mags,
fit any 13 inch wheel. And
new Gillette, raised white
letter tires. Trailer hitch
unit to fit Toyota, Cellica.
753-4002 evenings or 762-
6851 days. Ask for Bill.
9. Used Cars & Trucks
1968 FORD, two door,
power steering, air,
radial tires, good con-
dition, $550 firm. 753-1888
after 7 p.m.
1968 DODGE DART, six
cylinder, automatic, with
air. 492-8713.






)illt-j7, $800. Phone 753-
196X VOLKSWAGEN, good'














39,000 miles, $2500.00 Call
436-2584.
1973 PONTIAC LeMans
Sport Coupe, all power
and air, 350, two barrell.
Extra nice. 753-6404
1973 SUPER CHEYAN'NE
20, 3,4 ton truck. Four
door, power steering,
brakes, air, tilt wheel,
22,000 miles. 492,8807
1970 JEEP CJ-5, AM-Fm,
air, wide wheels, roll bar,
1966 Jeep CJ-5, four







Grabber, three speed, six
cylinder. $900. See at
Southside IGA. 753-0974.
1973 GMC Sprint El
Camino, full power and
air, 350 engine, AM & FM
radio, with wood grain.
Real sharp $2700. Call
753-8397
1974 FORD pick-up truck,
custom, automatic, power
steering and brakes. V-8,
Low mileage. Bought
new, new ores, spare
never been on ground.
Phone 753-6050 after 5:00
p.m.
MUST SELL: 1970 T-Bird,
brown with white vinyl
top. Good shape. 753-8280
after 5.
1973 FORD PINTO two-
door sedan Radio, four-
speed, white sidewalls.
Good tires, clean car.
Excellent gas mileage.
Call 753-6740 or 753-
8917.
1965 DODGE, long wheel
base. pickup. For sale or
trade for cheap three
point hitch tractor. 753-
3953.
1968 DODGE Custom




88, air, brakes, and
steering. Call 753-0440.
1965 CORVAIR, four speed,
good condition. Phone 753-
8545 or 437-4444.
1969 OPEL and 1970 Opel.
Truck camper. Axle and
wheels for house trailer.
4O2-8813.
1963 VOLKSWAGEN, good
condition $250. Call 436.-
5474.
TRUCK BEDS. .Grain
trucks. 460 IH tractor.
1975 LAIC with_roil.badt
bed and winch. 1973 GMC
pickup 1960 Chevrolet
pickup._ 1974 Grand prix




49. Used Cars & Trucks





$400. 753-0703 after 4 p. tn.
50. Campers
13' SCOTTY Travel
Trailer, easily towed by
small car. Excellent _
condition. 247-3541 after 4
8' FIELDS TRUCK camper
with jacks, gas range and
oven, Sears best chemical
toilet, icebox, water tank
with 12V pump, intercom,
sleeps four. 11000.753-1566
after 5 p.m. or on
weekend.
MAN OF WAR 8' pickup
camper with jacks, toilet,
stove, and ice box. 753-
5921.









Fold down, unique, Good
used trailers, mile east








WILL PLOW and disc








auto, and special tools.








efficient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White. 753-0605.
ROOK KEE










Phone 753-4124 or 753-0790
nights.








repair service. Call 753-
5674. '
NEW OR OLD, remodel
and repair. Brick, block,













THE OWE Shoppe, 1301
Main. April Special - 20
per cent off any piece to
be stripped, 753-8240.
GRASS? Yes, I'm mowing.
Call 753-8161 after 5 p. m.
GUTTERING -SEARS all
aluminum seamless
gutters with baked on
white or colored enamel.
Call Larry Lyles at 753-





Service Write C. M.
Sanders, Box 213 Murray





























TER and wall paper
hanger will do by job or
by hour. 753-8343.
NEED A NEW roof?
Quality work at an honest
low price. Free estimate.
Call 436-5574.
MODERN DRAIN cleaning
service - clogged up sinks,
toilets, bath tubs, sewers
Jectric sewer machines._
Repairing of water lines
and faucets. Call 436-2490.
EXPERIENCED PAIN-
TER will do interior or




























for dog, female, spayed,
house broken, eight








No Phone Calls Please
EXPERIENCED
ROOFER will do build-up
roofing and water
proofing. Free estimate.




Call 753-0126 or 767-2554.
SMALL DOZER jobs.
Phone 753-7370 after 8 p.
m.
CLAYTON'S PAINTING




free estimate, Call 437-
4790 or 437-4712.
CONTACT SCHOLAR
4 Brothers for all your
bulldozing, backhoe work,
or trucking needs. Phone
Aurora, 354-8138 or 354-
8161 after 7 p. m.
WILL MOW yards. Call




BREAK AND DISC gar-
dens. Call Amos Hill, 753-
5737
BEAUTIFY YOUR borne
by painting. Call a
professional painter
who's fully equipped..Call
489-2287 after 5 p.m.
Dress in Style for Wed-
dings, Proms and Formal
Occasions
Be the talk of the town and
around campus The
College Shop has 25 of the
latest styles in all sizes and
colors in stock Shirts and
bow ties of all colors ac-
cent our tuxedos We also
stock boots and shoes
Come out to the College
Shop to complete your






The funeral for Jesse
Roberts, retired Calloway mail
carrier, was held this morning
at eleven o'clock at the chapel
of the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home with Rev. Rodney Travis
of Benton officiating and
Richard Jones as organist.
Ronnie Parker, Rev. Lloyd
Mayer, Rudy Holland, Joe Ryan
Cooper, B. C. Grogan, and
Amon Owens served as
pallbearers. Burial was in the
Ivy Cemetery.
Mr. Roberts, age 87, died
Wednesday at the Benton
Municipal Hospital.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Pattie Beale Roberts,
daughter, Mrs. Bill Farris, and
three granddaughters, Mrs.
Wade Outland, Miss Ebeth




Joseph McCabe, Sr., of
Murray Route Eight died
Thursday at 7:15 ii-ift.-at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 65 years of
age.
The deceased was a retired
tinsmith of the Sunbeam Cor-
poration, Chicago, Ill., and be
and his wife had moved to
Murray from Villa Park, Ill., in
October 1969. A member of St.
Leo's Catholic Church, he was
an Army veteran of World War
Born July 26, 1909, in
McHenry, ill., he was the son of
the late Patrick McCabe and
Catherine McCabe. He and his
wife, the former Erna Marose,
who survives, were married
January 31, 1948.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs
McCabe, Sr., Murray Route
Eight; one son, Joseph McCabe,
Jr., and two grandchildren,
Lisa and Melanie McCabe,
Lombard, M.; six sisters, Mrs.
Margaret Foote, Albuquerque,
N. M., Mrs. Mae Bennett,
Schaumburg, M., Mrs. Lillian
Stack, Elmwood Park, Ill., Mrs.
Catherine Bottler, Pewaukee,
Wise., Mrs. Lucy McDonald,
Plainfield, Wisc., and Mrs.
Agnes Seelback, Antonito, Colo.
Memorial services will be
held at a later date. The body
was taken to the University of
Kentucky Medical School,
Lexington, as per the will of the
deceased. The Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home had charge of
the arrangements.
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Deaths and Funerals
Rites Held Today Robert A. Parks,
For Jesse Roberts Former Countian,
Dies Wednesday
Word has been received of the
death of Robert A. Parks,
formerly of Calloway County,
who died Wednesday night at
his home in Glasgow. He was 80
years of age.
Mr. Parks was a veteran of
World War I and was the son of
the late Horace Parks and
Minnie Beaman Parks of
Calloway County.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Well Parks, Glasgow; four
daughters, Mrs. Willard
( Imogene) Dill, _Elizabethtown,
Mrs. Jack (Volina) Camphlen,
Detroit, Mich., Mrs. Robert
( Zeldene) Miller, Lexington,
and Miss Martha Parks,
Glasgow; two sons, Douglas
and Paul Parks, both of
Trailer Burps At
Lakeway Shores
The Calloway County Fire-
Rescue Squad answered a call
to the frame trailer of -E. A.
Carter at Lakeway Shores at
5:15 p. m. Thursday.
A squad spokesman said the
building was not occupied at the
time and was owned by E. A.
Carter of Route Two, Cedar
Hill, Tenn.
Neighbors told squad
members they heard an ex-
plosion before the fire, ac-
cording to the squad report.





David J. Clayton, son of Dr.
and Mrs. James D. Clayton of
1304 Olive Blvd., Murray, was
Glasgow; three sisters, Mrs. not
ified this week by Vanderbilt
ouie Riley and Mrs. eff Nashvill
e;-Tout4::::
( Eurahl Phillips, both of
Murray, and Mrs. Tom
(Gladys) Nix, Lexington; one
brother, Otto Parks, Murray;
twelve grandchildren; one
great grandchild.
Funeral services will be held
Saturday at two p. m. at the
First Baptist Church, Glasgow,
where he was a member, with




The Mayfield Presbytery will




Delegates from the various
churches in this area are ex-
pected to be in attendance.
Rev. W. Edd Glover, pastor of
the North Pleasant Grove
Church, will speak on the
subject, "Three Noble Traits"
with scripture from James 1:19
at the eleven a. m. services on
Sunday. April 13.
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Jones
will be greeters on Sunday with
Sunday School scheduled at ten
11. M.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 a. m. 359.6,
down 0.3. Below dam 335.2,
down
Barkley Lake, 7 a. m. 359.5,
down 0.3. Below dam 343.6,
down 1.3.
Sunset 6:59. Santis,: 7:14.
Moon sets 7:50 p. m., rises
Friday 7:11 a. m.
GRANADA ENTERPRISES
Paris, Tens. Hwy. 794. Phone 6424057
Carpet Sales & Cleaning Mexican Imports
Choose from our sample expert installation. Free estimates
Carpet cleaning done in your home or bring area rugs in 10e
sq. ft.,FREE ESTIMATES.
Lighting fixtures $14.95 and up, pottery many shapes and
sizes $1.59 and up.
Furniture, onyx chest sets, onyx necklaces, hand carved
bone items, plaques, leather goods, wrought iron works, lots
more!




HOURS: . sun _ 1:00-5:00
David J. Clayton
that he has been awarded a full
tutition scholarship for
graduate study.
Clayton will enter the
Theological school in the fall to
begin working toward his Ph. D.
He is presently completing his
work at David Lipscomb
College where he will graduate
in June.
The Murray man is a minister
to the churches of Christ and
currently serves as associate
minister of the Joywood Church
in Nashville. Previously he
served as song director of the





Regular worship services will
be held Sunday, April 13, at the
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
with Rev. Lawson Williamson,
pastor, speaking at both the
eleven a.m. and 7:15 p.m.
services.
The Adult Choir, directed by
Tommy Scott with Judy Hughes
as organist and Lucretia
Crawford as pianist, will sing
"Along the Road."
The Youth Choir will meet at
six p.m. for rehearsal before
singing at the evening service at
which time the ordinance of
baptism will be observed.
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m. and Church Training will
be at 6:30 p.m.
Ronnie Walker will serve as
deacon of the week. Nursery
workers will be Willie Redden
and Laura Paschall, morning,
and Gracie Holland, evening.
Symposium . . .
Green, Ohio, contended that the
original purpose of the colonial
"elites" was "essentially a
conservative one."
They demonstrated a skill
and flexibility that allowed a
major restructuring of the
social and poltlical order
without the destructiveness of
many subsequent revolutionary
movements," he said,
"The revolution was "a quest
for equality," he pointed out,
emphasizing that after the
conflict there was greater
equality of popular par-
ticipation in government and of
social advance opportunities
when compered with those
existing prior to the period.
Even so, he said, many people
were still excluded from the
American dream, and the in-
dividualism that the revolution
brought with it displaced
consideration of coherence and
stability of the social order with
an instability in American
social and political life.
The thhil of the. thieeirkiiiing
lecturers participating in the
symposium, designed to help
equip junior high, high school
and college history teachers for
more meaningful teaching of
the Revolutionary War period,
was Dr. Joseph A. Ernst, York
University, Toronto, Canada.
Dr. Ernst's paper dealt with
the response of the various
interests in America-the
merchants, farmers and the
planters-to the new economic
legislation that came from the
Birtish after 1773.
That response, he said,




are now being accepted for the
1975-76 school year of the
Lutheran Nursery School, 1503
Main Street. A child must be
four years old on or before
December 31 in order to be
accepted.
Daily sessions are conducted
from 9-11:00 a.m. Parents have
the option of enrolling their
children for five, three or two
days a week. For more in-
formation, call Mrs. Betty Gore
at 753-8509 or 753-6712.
SGA. . • , ceadmed free pato)
treasurer's position as a senior.
Cole, a pretty green-eyed
blond, said last night after the
final voting machine report was
tabulated, "I'd sincerely like to
meet the needs and wants of the
students who elected me to
serve as their president."
Asked by one of her sup-
porters about the fact she will
be the first woman student body
leader in recent history, she
said laughingly, "I think its an
honor to be in this position, but
not just because I'm a female,
but rather because the students
approved what I as an in-
dividual represent."
In the senior class races, only
the vice preside.t's clash was a
true contest as James Heady,
Morganfield, edged George
Partridge, Anna, Ill., 179-128.
Jeff Green of Hickman, Joyce
Newcom, Lacenter, and
Richard Stacey, Paducah, all




representatives were chosen in
the voting, a special run-off
election may have to be held as
Steve W. Givens, Mayfield, and
Georgia Hillerman, Chester,
deadlocked at 195 votes
each as the top choices of
present MSU juniors.
The representative in each
class who receives the most
votes sits on the Student Ac-
tivities Board as well as the
Student Senate.
Other senior representatives
selected were Marsha Porter,
Henderson, and Bob Boeschel,
Louisville.
Mark Graham nudged out
Kerry Buckley for the top
position in the junior class in the
closest presidential contest of
the election. Graham, of
Florissant, Mo., had 233 votes,






were chosen junior vice
president and treasurer,
respectively, as both ran
unopposed, Ville Betty Veatch,
Clinton, dumped Brian
Stephenson, LouLeville, 255-
for the secretary's post.
Trine Habecker, Washington,
M., Larry Lockhart, Murray,
Evelyn Seaton, Calvert Qty,
e()niPeltunior:anw,eBethallaalichotme
r e Ipnr eseanntaotihvemr .
close vie-
presidential race, Steve Nees,
Sunday is
"Richard & Bea Walker Day"
At
First Baptist Church
This is Bro. Walker's last day as our pastor. Special 
activities of
recognition and appreciation are planned for all of our 
services.
9:30 a. m. - Sunday School
10:45 a. m. - Morning Worship
A love gift will be received as a token of our appreciation for their 
work.
3:30-5:00 p. m.
Reception honoring the Walker family. Friends throughout 
the com-
munity are invited.
7:00 p. m. Bro. Walker Speaking
MISSOES REVISTADA KRASKEIRA
• ....MI. ,..96111L "•••
Every member will want to be present for
 every service
Louisville, topped Mark Hardin,
Owensboro, by 32 votes, 252-220,
to grab the only contested top
position in the sophomore class.
Ed Miller, Riverside, N. J.,
Eleanor Mills, Guston, and
Karen Miller, Columbus, Ohio,




Of seven candidates seeking
the sophomore representative
seats, Noel Hudson, Owensboro,
Karen Gordon, Benton, Cathy
Hancock, Louisville, and
Cynthia Bugg, Wingo, were
victorious.
Three graduate represen-
tatives were chosen by
graduate students to fill their
positions on the SGA as Dan
Anderson, Madisonville, Sharon
Wynn, Murray, and Wayne




dependently from the up-









Featuring. . . .
Ky. lake Barn Burners
Jan & Jim 8. Karen
Shelia Ann Knight








(Continued from Page 1)
form of protest of the decade,
non-importation, and it and
others' influence on a larger
question which was in the minds
of the colonials: Whether the
British economic system, as
they lived and understood it,
was acceptable to them.
"They go from a simple
system of reform trying to get
the British to change their
minds on economic matters to
the larger question of whether
or nor they can live with any
system which they come to see
as more and more bur-
densome," he said.
Ernest also pointed out that
the decade 1763-73 was a critical
one because it is marked by two
major economic depressions.
"Given those two economic
crisies, and the British
economic legislation after 1773,
a doubt is raised in the colonial
minds as to whether or not they
wanted to continue within the
British merchantile system,"
he said. -It is that doubt which





HENDERSON, Ky. ( AP) -
Gov. Julian Carroll says he's
not in favor of a proposal that
would abolish the office of lieu-
tenant governor in Kentucky.
The proposal was submitted
to a legislative committee last
Monday by House Minority
Leader Harold DeMarcus.
Carroll said Thursday that
the office has been effective
during the last two terms and
that he wants it to be produc-
tive in the future.
"As governor, I intend to
make the lieutenant governor
my partner in the operation of
state government and intend to
give him certain functions and
responsibilities," Carroll said.
Carroll was lieutenant gover-
nor under former Gov. Wendell
Ford.
Carroll is seeking a hill term
as governor in the May 27
Democratic primary. His oppo-
nents are Jefferson County
Judge Todd Hollenbach, State
Auditor Mary Louise Foust and •
Robert M. Johnson of Louis-
case, was economic in-
dependence."
The symposium was spon-
sored by the Department of
History at Murray State, and
the seventh in the series will be
presented in October of this
year.
Council . . .
(Continued from Page 1)
Department would begin April
17. Willis said workers would
begin on the south side of Main
Street at that time and when the
trash pickup on the south side
was completed, the north side
pickup would get underway.
The council approved new
hours for the city landfill
beginning April 17. At that time,
the landfill will be open from 9
a. m. until 6 p. m. Monday
through Friday and 8 a. m. until
2p. m. on Saturdays. It was also
announced that city residents
would be allowed to use the
landfill without charge from
April 17 until May 31. Coin-
mercial haulers will still be
charged the regular rates.
Councilman Howard Koenen,
referring to recent remodeling
of the upstairs of city hall, said
"in the future estimates should
be more realistic."
Koenen said that by his
calculations, the remodeling,
which was approved by the
council at an estimated cost of
$750, ended up costing the city
$3,100, more than four times the
estimate.
City 'Council park committee
chairman, Jo Crass, advised the
council that stakes had been
placed on the new city-county
park property and indicated
that construction should begin




The South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church will
worship Sunday morning at
eleven a.m. following Sunday
School at ten a.m. The pastor,
- Rev. A. H. McLeod, will be
speaking at both the morning
and evening services.
v " 
"1 Must Tell Jesus will be
ille. the song to be sung by the choir
at the morning services. In the
absence of the regular choir
director, James Warren Erwin
will be conducting the choir.
The organist will be Miss Joan
Cooper.
The evening services will
begin at five p.m. with choir
practice and Junior United
Methodist Youth Fellowship. At
six p.m. the worship service will
be held.
Rev. McLeod will conduct
worship services at Story's
Chapel Church on Sunday at
9:45 a.m.
STOCK MARKET
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon
today furnished to the Ledger & Times by.
1. M. Simon Co. areas follows:
Airco  16 +'.
Amer. Motors 
Ashland Oil UP. um
AT&T.411.4
Boise Cascade  161. une
Ford 
Gen. Motors • 411. -.4
Gen Ttre  13
Goodrich 17.. 4- x,
Gulf Oil  -0.
Pennwalt 25'4 +.4
Quaker Oats 15'• +1/2
Singer  11. +
Tappan lone
WeNtern Union 13'4 one
Zenith 17.1 +".
Prices of stock of local interest at noon.
EDT: today, furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First 06 kfichigan, Corp., a
Murray. are as follows:
U.S. Homes P. +.1
Kaufman & Broad  +.•
Ponderosa Systems IN +1'4
Kimberly Clark 3131 +Ls
Union Carbide 5984
W R Grace 277x +5.
Texaco 24
Genet:11E1es.  47u• alf
GAF Corp 914 wtc
Georgia Pacific 3914 +
32 -3.







Murray Headstart will hold
pre-registration on Wednesday,
April 16, from eight a.m. to
twelve noon at the Heads tart
Center on North Second Street.
Children with 1970-71 bir-
thdays are eligible, according to




Federal State Market News Service April
11.1935
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 9 Buying Stsuons
Receipts: Act 1404 Est. 24f30 Barrows
Gilts roo to mostly 500 higher Sows steadi
to 50r higher
US 1-2 200430 Lbs. 11111 1'5-40.50
few at 141.00
US 1-3 190-240 Lbs 
840.00-40 25
US 2-4 240-260 Lbs.
US 3-4360-200 Lbs. 9.18 75-39.25
Sows
US 1-2 770-3001M $33.0044.00
US 1-3 300-450 Lbs. 933.50-34 50
US 1-3450.650 Lbs 135.50-36.50
US 2-3360-500 Lbs $32 00-3510
Boars 926.0048.00
Take your lawn care sitting down
this year with a new Case Lawn &
Garden Tractor!
Buy a Case during our Special Sale
and receive a free mower attachment
worth up to $300.
All models feature electric start,
snap-fast attachment system and
mechanical or hydraulic drive.





503 Walnut  Plum  753-3062





Up To $30000 Discount
Until April 30, 1975
Come By Early for Best Selection
'75 GREMLIN "X"
Backed by the AMC BUYER PROTECTION PLANTI
Cain ik Treas Motor Salek
Murray, Ky.
806 Coldwater Rd
Phone 753-6448
Vol
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